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2. succeeding in completing a major effort
3. reaching your goals
6. limits or restrictions on action
7. a person's outlook or response to things
9. finally, after a long time

10. do something important
13. in the past
16. work to be done or a person's usual work or

occupation
17. safety
21. the base a house or other structure is built on
23. recognize and name
24. work (especially hard physical work)
25. refused, not accepted
26. picture (or photo-- something that shows what

something else looks like)
27. about money
28. gain or reach one's goal
29. order of importance (what needs to be first)
30. start an organization or relationship that should

be long-lasting

1. unavoidable; it will happen even if people try to
prevent it

4. standards of judgment
5. to get larger (opposite of contract)
8. a decision to work toward a goal

11. not vague or general; the exact thing wanted
12. power
14. place
15. supplies and help available to use
18. the thing a hunter or archer is aiming at (the

goal to hit)
19. something a person really wants to accomplish
20. good things that come with something
22. short-term goal or aim

Across Down

resolution
accomplish
expand
financial
resources
identify
goal
constraints
foundation
location
image
objective
achievement
eventually
security
rejected
previously
job
attitude
criteria
target
establish
benefits
labor
inevitable
energy
priority
specific
attain
success
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 The Grade 10 Personal 
Project Exhibition gives students 
a chance to present a project that 
moves them away from the basic 
knowledge-based education. 
 Tenth graders have to follow 
a directive, but still have a chance to 
do a project on anything they chose, 
as long as it is a “legitimate personal 
project,” according to IB-MYP.    
 “I think the personal 
project exhibition is an opportunity 
for students to demonstrate their 
final products and also a way for 
all the other students who are not 
in grade 10 to experience what it 
will be like in the final year of their 
MYP learning. So it’s a good way 
to see the product and know how 
they will get there and what they’ll 
be expecting,” Sherry Lee, MYP 
Coordinator, said. 
 Every tenth grader has to 
go through all the requirements 
of MYP, the Personal Project 
Exhibition being one of them. The 
MYP framework is a combination of 
two kinds of student performance. 
In subject groups they learn in a 
concept base with each other. In 
final groups, they capsulated these 
areas of knowledge to produce 
something out of their own interests. 
 “Our school is a candidate 
school, so it’s not just one person 
making decisions. It needs to go 
through a lot of different people. 
This project is moving away from 
a knowledge-based education. It’s 
truly based off of your own interest 
and being your own facilitator,” 
Kerry Best, IB MYP Personal Project 
Coordinator, said. 
 One thing that makes 
the exhibition different from the 
Science Fair is that the whole event 
is organized by the tenth graders 
themselves. Teachers in charge of 
assessment learn that students are 
the ones going out of the way to help 
set up the activity. 
 Like the other exhibitions 
and fairs though, this project 
exhibition also chooses its 
winners by popular vote. Students 
from grades seven to nine were 

given stickers to determine the 
outstanding projects. 
 “I thought the way they 
marketed could be improved,” 
Kristen Chen (8A) said. “They 
should have presented first instead 
of asking for a sticker in trade for 
stuff, or even doing the presentation 
for a sticker.”
 The Personal Project 
Exhibition presented each students’ 
interests and displayed their 
research, while showing the critical 
thinking behind the topic of choice. 
Subjects like music, soccer, art, and 
unmeasurable things like friendship, 
were talked about between the tenth 
graders and the younger grades. 
 “I would say at first like 
when we had to do this project, 
I had this perfect plan on where 
I was going to go, but in reality 
maybe I was going to go lay at 
home. Procrastination, unexpected 
homework and formatives, they 
all delayed my project. In the end, 
it was kind of frustrating because 
I had to push myself until the end 
before the due date,” Sisley Wang 
(10A) said.
 Students also gave advice 
to the future tenth graders of Kang 
Chiao, hoping to help the students 
following in their footsteps learn 
from their own experiences, as 
Janice Yuan (10A) and Jessica Lee 
(10F) gave insight on what helped 
the both of them stay on task during 
the few months of work. 
 “At first we have to set a 
schedule, and you need to keep it 
because then you will definitely 
not be able to finish your project,” 
Jessica Lee (10F) said.
 With different ideas and 
highly varied themes, there was a 
common point between all of the 
projects: time management.
  “Be careful with time 
management. It is key for this,” 
Janice Yuan (10A) said.
 The 2018 Grade 10 Personal 
Project Exhibition ultimately taught 
students not only how to use skills 
taught in school, but how to apply 
those skills in real life. This project 

Personal Projects Debut Deemed a Success

is also a way to build an educational viewpoint for the tenth graders’ chosen 
topics and a way for them to find an appeal outside of school.  
 The MYP program allows students to create knowledge at their own 
pace and connects the information in textbooks to real world problems. The 
Personal Project Exhibition supported this idea in a fascinating manner and 
ended as a success.

SUDOKU

News

Alexandra Cheng & Angela Tsai News Writers
Photos by Jade Lien
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Why did the clock in the 
cafeteria run so slow?

What do you get when you 
throw a million books in the 

ocean?

Why did the teacher write on 
the window?
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Not Your Father's Shark Tank
 The CBS Model Entrepre-
neurship Competition is a com-
petition hosted by the Columbia 
Business School. The competition, 
for ninth to 12th grade students, is 
divided into the Asian Edition and 
North America Edition.  The Model 
Entrepreneurship Competition takes 
place once a year. The goal of this 
competition is to encourage senior 
high students to speak out with in-
novative ideas related to business.
 This year, seven KCIS 
students on two teams participated 
in the Asian Edition in Shanghai, 
China. To prepare for this competi-
tion, students attended sessions and 
practice starting in November 2017. 
Finally, after five months of hard 
work, students presented their work 
in front of the other participants and 
judges on April 21, 2018.
 “We had to sacrifice lunch 
time, and Tomb Sweeping Holiday 
to attend presentation practices that 
established our experiences of prac-
ticing,” Tiffany Chang (11G) said.
 The competition consists 
of the primary round and one final 
round.
 Students make their own 
innovative product, or a product 
which will improve people’s lives.  
 Participants then make a 
PowerPoint to describe the problem 
their product will solve, as well as 
the making of that product. For the 

final round, students make a one 
minute video to attract judges’ inter-
est in their projects and slides which 
describe details like which custom-
ers will use that project, competitors 
analysis, and customer segment.
 “We spent most of our time 
doing the video. The PowerPoints 
did not take as much time, though,” 
Jessica Hsu (11G) said. 
 Unlike other business com-
petitions, students who participate 
get professional suggestions, com-
ments, and guidance from the judges 
from Columbia Business School. 
Students will also have a chance to 
receive scholarships from promi-
nent colleges like Stanford, Harvard, 
Berkeley, and Platt, after this compe-
tition which enhances and enriches 
their entrepreneurial skills. 
 “We have to prepare a 
PowerPoint and video which took us 
a long time to finish, so we can pre-
sent our work in front of the judges," 
Hsu said.   
 The Model Entrepreneur-
ship Competition is an essential and 
inherent competition for the Co-
lumbia Business School. The main 
purpose of this competition is not 
just to compete; students also have 
a chance to present their commu-
nication, thinking, teamwork and 
collaboration skills.
 “My favorite part of the 
competition was when our group 
realized the hosting school was troll-
ing us that we were having a lottery 
of winning a TV, but instead they 

were announcing the teams that advanced to the final round of the competi-
tion. The hosting school announced that there were only eight teams remain-
ing. I was so afraid at that time, our group thought we would end up winning 
ninth to twelfth place,” Chang said. 
 The group who ended up winning third place was impressed by the 
other participants.
 “The team that won first place really deserved to be the champion. 
They already had excellent English speaking skills. Plus, they also came up 
with really good innovative ideas as well,” Hsu said. 
 The participants were apprehensive about their performances. But 
the two groups ended up winning third place and fifth place. The group that 
won third place designed a GPS positioning sticker. The group that won fifth 
place designed a solar multifunctional water bottle.
 “We thought we would not even make the top eight teams, but even-
tually we did. We ended up even winning third place out of the 30 teams,” 
Chang said. 

Timothy Chung
 News Writer

Training Leads to Excellence
 The KCIS canoe polo 
team went on an arduous training 
during the previous winter 
vacation for the preparation of the 
upcoming German Cup, which 
is an international canoe polo 
competition that took place in May. 
 The purpose of planning 
this trip to Luzhou Breeze Park 
were that the teachers wished them 
to develop physical strength and 
teamwork, along with a strong 
bonding between each member. The 
weather was very cold during that 

Kita Hu Sports Writer

Trip Hard on Riders, Teachers...Bicycles Alike
“1015 km, what a long jour-

ney I’ll have to go through with the 
10th graders. I don’t even know if 
I can make it through such a diffi-
cult trip. Well, I have gone through 
so much training on Hua-Cheng 
road that my tires were all sore and 
leaked, but I have grown a lot stron-
ger, actually. Even so, when I was in 
the bus bay waiting for my owner 
to come get me out of here, I was so 
anxious about my physical strength 

that my handlebars were shaking. 
But, on last day of the trip, I didn’t 
want it to end! My tires were very 
tired, but I had so much fun, that I 
had totally ignored my exhaustion,” 
said every bicycle on the trip. 

The bicycle trip around 
Taiwan, one of the most challenging 
activities KCIS organizes for stu-
dents, makes teamwork indispens-
able. The trip was extremely tough; 
nonetheless, it was incredibly fun 
and unforgettable.  

“The most remarkable part of the trip was our whole class being so 
cooperative with each other, that all 28 of us overcame the hardest part of the 
trip - riding up onto Shoka Tiema Station. Also, I’d like to tell the next 10th 
graders that no matter how tough it is, bite the bullet and push it through. The 
experience of strong team-spirit and the feeling of accomplishment are what 
make the trip so special,” Tiffany Cheng (10B) said.

Encouragement is also something that motivates students not to quit. 
The riders also create their own class slogans or cheer to keep themselves 
awake and focused.  

    “I continued cheering up my classmates even when I was tired. 
Encouragement is a mental support for all of us, that we’d have the strength to 
carry on. At the end of the trip, you’d feel proud of not only yourself, but also 
the whole class,” Dylan Yu (10C) said.

Students did face many hardships during the trip. So sometimes they’d 
end up blaming each other for not doing their job as a part of the team. 

“As we were all exhausted, we were easily irritated and annoyed. For 
example, when there was somebody in our class who fell off their bike, the 
students riding in the back would blame the students in the front for not giving 
a warning. They had given warnings, but it wasn’t loud enough for the students 
in the back to hear, so the whole class would start arguing,” Monica Chao 
(10C) said. 

Many teachers were also invited to go on the trip. They saw and 
learned so much from the students, that it evoked their determination to com-
plete this harsh trip. 

“This trip was very challenging, but it was so good. I remember riding 
through a road against a wind that travels 90 kph, and it was tiring. Yet, I was 
so happy to see that the students didn’t give up, and encouraged one anoth-
er along the way non-stop. It is not only physical strength, but also the inner 
strength that keeps you going. The views were beautiful as well, I think I would 
go again if I were invited, ” Mrs. Hettie Dollenberg, English teacher, said.

Yingli Lu Sports Writer

time, especially when they got into 
the lake to practice, due to the wind-
chill factor. 
           “It was cold and windy and 
depressing, but it is worthy all along 
because we get to improve our skills 
and get along with our teammates,” 
Hunter Chen (8B) said. “It is a lot 
more spacious than the swimming 
pool, so we get to have space to 
practice the skills that we can't do 
in school's swimming pool. But the 
river has dead fish odor.”
     There are always obstacles 
and difficulties waiting for them. 

Whether it is pressure or exhaustion, 
they are still willing to overcome 
it and get stronger over time, 
both physically and mentally. The 
problems they have faced help them 
to learn how to be a better canoe 
polo player and how to participate in 
an integrated team. 
     “To me, the biggest 
challenge I face is the balance 
between school work and the 
training. And yes, I’ve thought about 
quitting because as I grow older, 
the pressure given by the academic 
work becomes even heavier,” Leo 
Lin, (1101) captain, said. “I thought 
about the fact that maybe this will be 
the one and only chance I get to put 
effort in what I really love and enjoy 
each and every game as I play.”
 Even though the training 
was challenging, members of the 
canoe polo team found experiencing 
both training and competition defi-
nitely helps them to develop their 
confidence and personal integrity. 
    “I think that canoe polo 
make us confront different kind of 
opponents. Sometimes we might 
lose, but we are still able to calm 
ourselves and be ready for the next 
game,” Calvin Chao (8B) said.
     Students join the team 
for different purposes, which 
becomes their personal motive 
and reason for being enthusiastic 

about participating with the team and 
overcoming whatever obstacles they 
may face during their training. 
     “I think this sport is cool and 
I had not heard this sport before I 
joined the canoe polo team,. My goal 
is to get stronger to win first place 
of every competition and be the 
champion of German Cup,” Archer 
Lin (8F) said. 
 The current captain of the 
canoe polo team believes obtaining 
a strong mental quality is the most 
important key for a canoe polo player 
to improve. Everyone on the team 
starts as a student of canoe polo, but as 
they become more mature and start to 
learn how to balance between school 
work and canoe polo, they eventually 
attain leadership qualities. 
 “When I was a team member, 
the only thing I had to worry about 
was my own training and the 
instructions I had to follow. However, 
as the captain, I must be responsible 
of not only my own grades, but also 
training with the whole team. Also, 
I have to teach the members who 
are younger than me to overcome 
their obstacles, both physically and 
mentally. Even though the process is 
a lot harder than being just one of the 
team, I think it is what the captain’s 
supposed to do, and what matters to 
the team the most,” Lin said. 

Winnie Chu News Writer

Tedx Shares Knowledge, Teaches Life Skills
     A Tedx KangChiaoIntelS-
chool annual meeting was on May 
20. This time, Kang Chiao Tedx 
students are in charge. They had to 
manage this whole activity, raise 
funds, do all the promotions, with-
out teacher help.  
       Ideas worth Sharing. Ted 
Talk is a organization that invites 
speakers to use short amount of time 
to give a speech, sharing knowledge 
and stories with people all around 
the world. 
 This year, Kang Chiao suc-
cessfully received a certificate from 
TED. TEDx KCIS club is preparing 
for the annual meeting about I.A.I.  
The first I represents  yourself, which 
is represented in the logo as a mir-
ror. A.I. is the abbreviation for the 
artificial intelligence of the future. 
This annual meeting, therefore, is 
all about the relationship between 
humans and the future. 
         “We are separated into five 
departments, PR-people relationship 

department, the design department, 
the speakers department, the mar-
keting department, and the planning 
department. They all have their own 
work to do, but sometimes we will 
have cross-department coopera-
tion,” Maryanne Liu (11D), one of 
the curators, said. 
       Before getting into Tedx, 
Liu said every member on the TEDx 
team was interviewed, but it was not 
necessary to have management or 
event-planning training.
        “As long as you have a 
dedicated mind-set to try the best in 
what you are doing and be a respon-
sible individual as well as a team 
member, then you will continue to 
improve on that basis,” Liu said. 
         Also, from this Tedx club, 
members can learn real-life skills.       
 “The journey to the 0520 
TEDx event has taught us one lesson 
that is the most basic yet the hardest 
one of all, collaborative skills, which 
also stems out to communication, 
temper, setting aside your opinion to 

listen to others, responsibilities dedicating to not only the event but also the 
team, management skills and last but not least, leadership,” Liu said.
        Liu said she enjoys participating in Tedx because she believes after 
all this dedication and hard work, the entire activity will be meaningful. 
      “I definitely enjoyed being on the team. Some may criticise that par-
ticipating in such event is only to make college applications pretty. But I'm 
here to say that if it really is so, then I would've dropped out months before 
because of the level of dedication and devotion you have to put into for car-
rying the responsibilities as a TEDx team member. I've always believed that 
in the end, it will all be worth while after the events that we coordinated be-
came both a legacy to the school and individual's proud accomplishments,” 
Liu said. 
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 The KCIS fundraising activi-
ty has always been a big deal when it 
comes to annual events. This activity 
stands out because the house council 
gets to plan and choose a foundation 
suitable to cooperate with, which 
means the students get to decide on 
their own organization.   
 This year, the house council 
noticed some children whose par-
ents are busy with work often get no 
lunch during vacations at home. 
 So,the house council decid-
ed to help the Child Welfare League 
Foundation (CWLF).
 “I hope we can start a volun-
teer group to promote this activity 
and let more people emphasize the 
importance of this,” said Ms. Mia 
Lee (DSA).
 The CWLF is a non-prof-
it organization devoted to child 
welfare, both in direct and indirect 
services. They also monitor the gov-
ernment’s child welfare system and 
policies to create a better environ-
ment for Taiwanese children.
 So, on a beautiful weekend, 
the students walk the streets, either 
by themselves or with their friends, 
to ask Taipei citizens to donate mon-
ey to the CWLF.
 “You will be nervous at first, 

Vivian Chang and Katherine Kao
News Writers

MUN: Standing Up for Who We Are
In January, a group of Kang 

Chiao students went to Geneva, 
Switzerland, for a Model United 
Nations (MUN) conference as 
delegates. FerMUN, Ferney Model 
United Nations, is a conference held 
at the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) headquarters. 
 At this conference, delegates 
participate in activities to under-
stand international stances and learn 
about diplomatic negotiations.

But this time, KCIS del-
egates were denied entry into the 
United Nations (UN) headquarters 
because the UN does not recognize 
Taiwan as an official country.

The Republic of China used 
to be recognized by the UN as an of-
ficial government, but ever since the 
UN removed Taiwan’s seat in the 
council in 1971, Taiwan remained as 
a de facto state in the UN as well as 
in other international organizations.

The organizers of the 
event told the delegates they could 
bring their Taiwan Compatriot 
Permit with them to enter official 
UN grounds, but on the day of the 

opening ceremony, the organiz-
ers suddenly denied them access 
because of the tense relationship 
between China and Taiwan. There 
was also the risk of being blacklisted 
by the UN. 

For the official FerMUN 
conference, the delegates were able 
to go in the (WIPO) headquarters, 
where the debates took place. 

Despite being able to go in 
the WIPO headquarters, the dele-
gates could not have Kang Chiao 
nor Taiwan on their name tags.

Before the conference, KCIS 
delegates submitted a group video 
for the welcoming video as request-
ed. That video was subsequently left 
out of the ceremony.

Some of the students also 
protested in their own way through-
out the conference.

“For me personally, when 
another delegate or chair asked 
about my nationality, I told them 'I 
am a Taiwanese citizen,'" Samson 
Tu (10C), MUN delegate, said.

Since the delegates were un-
able to be recognized as Taiwanese, 
they felt helpless and excluded.

“I think it is a pity. This 

experience had made me realize that 
the China-Taiwan relationship issue 
is more than a sensitive, hot-debat-
ed topic among the political parties 
in Taiwan or between China and 
Taiwan. Taiwan failed to retain its 
sovereignty, so it affected individ-
uals like us, whose intentions are 
not complicated, but were simply 
to attend the opening ceremony 
like the other students from around 
the world,” Michelle Kwong (11C), 
MUN delegate, said.

In response to these incidents, 
the delegates decided to protest in a 
non-violent way. They took photos of 
themselves holding T-shirts with Tai-
wanese symbols, such as the Taiwan-
ese black bear.

“At the beginning, I felt 
helpless and a little frustrated. China’s 
oppression against us and our protest 
was not a complete surprise to me, 
but I did feel unfortunate to be one of 
the victims of China’s long-standing 
hostility against Taiwan,” Tu said.

Meng Yu Wu 
Feature Writer

Moan, Groan, Whine, Gripe, Complain
 Face it, students complain.
 Students complain because 
they don’t have a hoodie. Students 
complain how the junior high and 
senior high only have clubs every 
other week. Students complain 
about the required performing arts 
classes for grades 11 and 12. 
 But does all that complain-
ing really change anything at all? 
For any change to happen, student 
feedback is essential. 
 “The challenges in respond-
ing to student feedback is some feed-
back is sensitive. Another challenge 
is some students don't trust that 
Google Forms are safe, and that ad-
ministrators have no way of finding 
out who they are,” Ms. Sutcliffe said.
 Furthermore, for a change 
to be implemented, there are many 
considerations to look at.
 “The principal takes student 
feedback very seriously, and makes 
sure administrators follow-up on 
student concerns. Where there are 
many of the same kind of complaint 
made, the principal requires a plan 
of action,” Ms. Sutcliffe said. “While 
the administrators are following-up, 
we can't give details regarding this 
to students. This means students feel 
nothing is getting done and their 
complaints aren't taken seriously.” 

Ben Tseng Feature Writer  In the latest update to the 
recent change requests, the new 
hoodie has been approved, as well as 
the removal of the performing arts 
classes for grades 11 and 12. Both 
changes are set to go into effect for 
the fall 2019 semester.
 But re-scheduling the junior 
high and senior high clubs for every 
week hasn’t been successful. The 
major reason clubs can’t be weekly 
is due to the tightly packed activ-
ities that take away time from the 
academic classes. 
 For example, the grade 10 
cycling across Taiwan trip takes 
away two weeks of classes.
  The ninth graders have “An 
east coast hike for almost a week 
and an overseas cultural exchange 
for around two weeks. This puts 
a strain on teachers trying to get 
through the curriculum,” Ms. Sut-
cliffe said. 
 Further changes are being 
considered, such as open electives 
for the senior high.
 “We typically like to send 
out student feedback twice in the 
first semester and once in the sec-
ond semester. However, we are now 
working with the student council to 
set up an on-going communication 
platform to be checked regularly by 
administrators, so that feedback is 

up to date, which we hope to have running next semester, ” Ms. Sutcliffe said.
 Student feedback, however, has proven to be mostly positive, complete 
with reasons for the requested changes. 
 “The student feedback at our school is often detailed and almost 
always respectful. The majority of students raise their concerns and points in 
a mature way. I wish more students would leave a comment, however,” Ms. 
Sutcliffe said. “I would love the students to know that their feedback can never 
be traced, and is one hundred percent anonymous. We feel that is very import-
ant, and we do our best to follow-up on everything. I would also like students 
to know that the principal and I read every comment.” 

but you have to keep trying, and af-
ter a couple of times of explaining to 
others, you get used to it,” Winston 
Liao (8B) said.
 As hard as it may be for the 
students to ask strangers to donate 
money, the students came back to 
school with significant accomplish-
ments. The students raised a vast 
amount of money.
 “We really appreciate 
students using their talents, such as 
music, dancing, etc. to catch peo-
ple’s attention. To plan and prepare 
carefully and trying their best to 
support us. And the number we 
raised this time is $2,743,506 which 
is a pretty significant number. This 
is the first time and a great expe-
rience to work with Kang Chiao,”  
Ms. Carfu Liao, CWLF representa-
tive in charge of the activity, said.  
 Meanwhile, the students’ 
attendance and reflection is a fasci-
nating subject to talk about.   
 “It’s about helping and 
spreading the love to others,” Ame-
lia Su (8A) who has helped with the 
fundraiser several times, said.
 The students enjoy the ac-
tivity more as attendance increases, 
but the teachers and students both 
hope the school can improve.
 “The students’ attitude is 

 Last September,  Kang 
Chiao announced their VEX 
Robotic Team would compete 
in the December VEX Robotic 
competition. VEX is a world-wide 
event for young programmers to 

compete with other people from 
around the world. Each year the 
organization picks a different topic 
to challenge participants.
 This year, the KCIS VEX 
Robotic team competed with the 
Taipei American School team. 

There are two teams: 
a grade 11 team, led 
by Mr. William Jeggo, 
computer science 

teacher; and a grade 12, led by Mr. 
Andy Shao, robotics teacher.  
 “I am very thankful for Mr. 
Jeggo giving us 100% support and 
helping us all the way to the end of 
the event,” Daniel Yang (11E) said.
 This year is the first time 
Kang Chiao ever had a VEX Robotic 
team, so students have spent loads of 
time and lots effort on it. Although 
the competition is in December, they 

William King 
News Writer

VEX's Mission: Innovate, Think, Problem Solve  

divided into two types: one is to behaving indifferently, being careless. Two is 
to put passion into the activity indeed and being very eager to help. Luckily, 
most reflection we receive is positive,” Ms. Lee said.
 The students wish to have more volunteer hours for this activity since 
they have worked for nearly a whole day, but they only got one hour for each 
person they raise, which isn’t as satisfying a payback as they were expecting.
 “We hope we can earn more volunteer hours for doing the activity,” 
said Liao (8B). 
 The students spent their weekend in the hot sun, but they seldom 
complained. They used this experience to learn about caring for others and 
spreading their love to the world. But the most important experience was to 
try their best to influence the world and to help others.
 “We learned to keep trying and to take care of others, no matter if it is 
people or animals,” Liao (8B) said, and Su agreed.

Defeat  Hunger,  Embrace  the  World

started training four months earlier.
 “What motivated us is the 
passion and love of robots. We are a 
group of students who have strong 
interest in robotic and programming,” 
Yang said. 
 During the event, they faced 
many obstacles because of Kang 
Chiao’s late invitation to the VEX 
Robotic competition. They didn’t 
have much time, so at the beginning 

there are a lot of things they 
didn’t understand: from not 
knowing how to design to 
having trouble turning the 
robots into reality. 
 For the competition, 
KCIS went to Taipei 
American School. Even 
though they did not win, the 
experience is more valuable 
than anything.  
 “It would be really 
nice if other people came to 
participate this event. This 
year we only had two teams 
for the competition, but 
Taipei American School had 
eight teams,” Jerry Wang 
(11E) said.



Every day, Mrs. Cynthia Kao, KCIS mom, heads to a regular-
looking book shop to embark on her day’s work. However, under the 
subdued atmosphere and cover of her book shop is an organization 
which aims to transform the lives of disadvantaged teenagers step by 
step through rehabilitation, re-education, and reintegration.

Mrs. Kao has been a social activist for all her life. She 
specializes in roles focusing on counseling others, and education.

“My previous jobs were all related to education and social 
work,” said Mrs. Kao. “For example, [my previous job] helped women 
who were victims of sex trade, trafficking, and domestic violence, 
providing them with counseling and assistance.”

As head secretary, she is part of an organization helping to 
prevent teenage crime through providing vocational experience. When 
transitioning into her new role, Mrs. Kao and her colleagues had 
to adjust their methods for counseling and re-education when they 
started their current program for assistance.

“We re-purposed our jobs to help teach teenagers how to 
interact with others,” Mrs. Kao said. “We’re not going for professional 
counseling [in the traditional sense], but instead we help them through 
providing real-life opportunities to work.”

A complex organization like Mrs. Kao’s requires extensive effort 
from inside, as well as external aid. As head secretary, she communicates 
with civil servants and works with other organizations to help run the 
those programs on top of working with her subordinates. 

“Sometimes we visit local organizations, sometimes we have 
to handle logistical affairs, sometimes we take the kids out, sometimes 
we make speeches or do fundraising,” Mrs. Kao said. “It’s a job that 
requires us to be very flexible in our schedule.”

Such a complicated job comes with no shortages of obstacles.
“One major challenge is to communicate with the teens,” Mrs. 

Kao said. “Many lack parents to help guide them through childhood 
and teach them, so we have to educate them from the ground up to 
help them adjust to normalcy.”

However, difficulties in assisting the teenagers or lack of 
fundraising does not stop Mrs. Kao from continuing her work in 
helping society’s weak and vulnerable. 

“I combine my personal experience and knowledge, along 
with all the stuff I learn at university to help me improve what I do,” 
said Mrs. Kao.

During her downtime, Mrs. Kao strives to continue learning, 
expanding the scope of her knowledge to improve her understanding 
of society.

“Currently, I am working on my thesis paper,” Mrs. Kao said. 
“I’m studying for a master’s degree in law.”

With more and more students becoming interested in entering 
the field of social and welfare work, Mrs. Kao has some advice for 

anyone who wants to 
pursue a similar career.

“They need to 
be willing to devote their 
effort into helping others 
and recognize people’s 
specific needs,” Mrs. Kao 
said. “They have to have 
patience to help others, 
be willing to look outside 
their own perspective, and 
most of all, have sympathy 
for them.”

Mrs. Kao, with 
her organization, change 
the lives for dozens of 
teenagers for the better, 
leading them to a brighter 
future, instead of leaving 
them cast out from society. 
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 From North America to Eu-
rope, from Australia to Asia, Kang 
Chiao alumni roam the entire world. 

 The transition to college life 
for most may seem smooth; howev-
er, behind their glamorous social life 
and outstanding academic perfor-
mances, lurks freshmen depression 
as well as an unbelievable number of 
adversities to endure. 

 Now for the first time ever, 
these alum choose to reveal their 
secrets, as well as share some helpful 
tips with other Kang Chiao students. 

 The first tip comes from Tim 
Lin, class of 2017, currently studying 
at the University of California, San 
Diego (UCSD). 

 When Lin first went to col-
lege, he was so sure about his career, 
he immediately chose the classes 
he wanted to major in; however, 
after the first few weeks, he began to 
realize computer science was not for 
him. He felt he would not excel in 
his academics if they were science, 
technology, engineering, or mathe-
matics (STEM) centered. 

 Upon such realization, Lin 
went to the registrar’s office right 
away to make alterations to his class-

es. Fortunately, he was able to change 
his schedule before being slammed 
with assignments. 

Despite the happy ending, Lin 
had wasted time running back and 
forth between lectures he did not enjoy 
and the registrar’s office. Having to 
undergo such inconvenience himself, 
Lin suggests everyone take general ed-
ucation classes before picking classes 
for their majors.

“Even if you think that your 
major is solid and that you will not 
change your mind,” Lin said, “being 
better equipped with college level 
writing skills and fundamental math 
knowledge would not do you harm.”

The second tip comes from 
Rebecca Tsai, KCIS class of 2016, a 
UCSD undergraduate currently major-
ing in bioengineering. 

“GO TO CLASS,” Tsai said, “I 
know this sounds like a joke but be-
lieve me, most people fail their classes 
because of having bad behavioral 
records instead of actually flunking 
their finals.”

 In college, professors rarely take 
attendance because going to class is 
not mandatory as it is in high school, 
so most people start slacking off. 

Yet, teachers still notice who 
participate. At the end of the semester, 
they will take a student’s participation 
into consideration as whether to bump 
up grades or curve grades. 

New York University undergrad-
uate Hannah Lee, class of 2017, gives 
one final piece of advice: Go to college 
prepared.

 “College is all about balancing 
everything,”Lee said. “It is a combina-
tion of unforgettable experiences, from 
coping with adult life to engaging in 
diverse cultural backgrounds.” 

No one’s college experience is 
identical, but hopefully, some of this 
advice will provide a general idea of 
what to expect in the grand adventure 
beyond high school. 

Hazel An Feature Writer

Bim-Ray Yau Feature Writer

Ready to Roam the WorldNext Generation Presents Discoveries
Yvonne Kuo & Melody Tsai News Writers

Unsung Heroes: 
Saving the Next GenerationEvery spring there is a science fair where different grades and classes present 

their investigations to other classmates and teachers. The teachers filter 
out the superior projects from each grade to exhibit for the whole school. 
Therefore, it is the most significant program for the science department and 
one of the most popular school activities where every student participates. 

Q: Did you enjoy this activity? 
A: “Yes, I really enjoyed this activity because it’s not only a science fair 
where we just walk around and listen to different people’s presentations. The 
school make this a house competition to make the science fair more exciting 
for the listeners,” Tinwi Lee (8F) said. 

Q: If there's a way to improve this program, what could be done?
A: “I hope that the school can shorten the time of the science fair activity 
because four periods is too long for the presenters. Also, if the presenters 
could have the opportunity to also walk around and listen to other 
presentations, it would be more fair for them,” Lee said. 

Q: What was the hardest part? 
A: “I think everyone has different ideas of which part was the hardest. 
However, in my opinion, I think presenting is the hardest part of this 
activity because it’s really awkward when the listeners aren’t paying 
attention. You feel bad about it,” Caesar Yu (8F) said. 

Q: How does your findings benefit people?
A: “I think my product of opening a computer can benefit people because it 
can make life more convenient and easier,” Yu said. 

Q: How much time did you spend on your project? 
A:“My partner and I spent about one and a half months to build this 
machine and finish the journal and the poster,” Yu said.

Q: Where did you get your idea for the science fair? 
A:“We first researched on the internet to find different ideas. Then, we 
started to relate them to our daily life, problems, or events,” Yu said.

Q: Why did you want to join the science fair? 
A: “We didn’t choose to join the science fair. 
Our science teacher picks three groups from 
each class,” Joshua Lee (8F) said. 

Q: Why do you think the school encourages 
this program? What’s the purpose of it ? 
A: “I think the school wants this program 
because students can communicate or 
exchange different ideas and increase their 
creative ability. I think the purpose of it 
is to use this activity as an opportunity to 
let students to use a different way to learn 
science,” T. Lee said. 

Not only were students interviewed, but Mr. Luke Ewert, science teacher in 
charge of this fair, explained the process. He said every OP student is required to 
complete a science project either alone or with a partner. In week 14 or 15, they 
present those projects to their class so every student has the chance to present 
what they did. Then, the teacher will select three groups per class to present the 
project science fair activity in week 16. 

Q: How many years has this program been running?
A: “This program has been going on  since the 2013-2014 school year,” Mr. 
Ewert said.

Q: How do science teachers evaluate the projects?
A: Mr. Ewert explained the evaluation is based on the MYP Sciences criteria B 
and C. 

Q: What kind of standard will a student need to make their project better? 
A: “Originally the students didn’t read the rubric, so it’ll be better if students 
read the rubric while they do the project,” Mr. Ewert said.

Q: If there's space to improve this program, how do you think it could be 
improved?
A: “Parents would like to see more students involved in the big science fair 
presentation. It would be great if we could get more science companies to 
come present their products during the fair. Last year, students need to answer 
questions about the presentation to get house points. It is good students have a 
duty to do,” Mr. Ewert said. 

This activity at KCIS helps student learn science in different way. The school 
creates a house competition during the science fair to promote more interaction 
between the listeners and the presenters. Teachers also walk around to 
communicate with different presenters. The science fair is really meaningful for 
students because they can see different grades’ projects and results, not limited to 
their specific grade. In this way, students can discover more things or interesting 
facts while their listening to the presentations. 



Mr. Jeremy Peterson, who teaches pre-honors grade 8 English and grade 8 
Social Studies, won the highest vote for the ATLs of Thinking and Social skills. 
 He believe there’s no one ATL category more important than the oth-
ers. And this is because the idea behind teaching students the ATLs explicitly, 
is to tie these skills with how the students will be assessed in the summative 
assessments at the end of a unit. 
     To explain further, Mr. Peterson took Social Studies as an example. 
He said if the summative is a presentation, students should be focusing on the 
Communication and Organization skill. 
     Mr. Peterson said all the ATL categories and clusters, even ones that 
aren’t listed, are equally important, as long as they are needed to be incorpo-
rated into the classroom. 
     If the students wants to have 
good Thinking and Social skills, Mr. 
Peterson suggested to “Practice, prac-
tice. And more practice.”   
If a student is already proficient in an 
ATL skill, “keep up the good work and 
always try to improve.”; if a student is 
not very good at a certain ATL skill, 
don’t give up and keep trying. 
 Practice doesn't need to be 
limited to the classroom, but also 
every perspective of life. Also, it is very 
important to not be ashamed to make 
mistakes, but to learn from them. 
     “Mistakes and errors we make 
are usually good teachers for ourselves, 
as long as we learn from them,” Mr. 
Peterson said. 
    Mr. Peterson believes having all the ATLs is quite beneficial for the 
students. The ATLs students learned can be “transferred beyond the context 
the class and beyond.” 
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Goals for Success Crossword
Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.
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2.succeeding in completing a major effort
3.reaching your goals
6.limits or restrictions on action
7.a person's outlook or response to things
9.finally, after a long time

10.do something important
13.in the past
16.work to be done or a person's usual work or

occupation
17.safety
21.the base a house or other structure is built on
23.recognize and name
24.work (especially hard physical work)
25.refused, not accepted
26.picture (or photo-- something that shows what

something else looks like)
27.about money
28.gain or reach one's goal
29.order of importance (what needs to be first)
30.start an organization or relationship that should

be long-lasting

1.unavoidable; it will happen even if people try to
prevent it

4.standards of judgment
5.to get larger (opposite of contract)
8.a decision to work toward a goal

11.not vague or general; the exact thing wanted
12.power
14.place
15.supplies and help available to use
18.the thing a hunter or archer is aiming at (the

goal to hit)
19.something a person really wants to accomplish
20.good things that come with something
22.short-term goal or aim

AcrossDown

resolution
accomplish
expand
financial
resources
identify
goal
constraints
foundation
location
image
objective
achievement
eventually
security
rejected
previously
job
attitude
criteria
target
establish
benefits
labor
inevitable
energy
priority
specific
attain
success
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Scholars Conquer the World              
 On December 16th, 2017, 
students from all over Taiwan 
gathered at KCIS to compete in the 
World Scholars Cup (WSC). WSC 
is an international team academic 
program with students participat-
ing from over 50 countries. The 
competition was first established by 
DemiDec, an American company.
 According to DemiDec’s 
CEO, Daniel Berdichevsky, the 
competition hopes to attract future 
scholars and leaders for the glob-
al community. The competition 

Ethan Chang 
News Writer

Approaches to Learning, Approaches to Life

Mr. David Mitchell, 
who teaches grade 
7 and 8 Language 
Acquisition, got the 
highest votes for the 
ATLs of Self Manage-
ment and Research 
skills. 
  He 
believes self-manage-
ment is all about plan-
ning and remember-
ing things, including 
sleeping and eating. 
  Under 
self-management, Mr. 
Mitchell values or-
ganization skills first, 
the reflection skills 

second, then finally, the affective skills.   
 For self-management, students need to be aware it is okay to ask for 
extra time and help. 
 “Just say: ‘I need more time or help because something is happen-
ing in my life,’” Mr. Mitchell said, “and this is okay to say because it’s not 
an excuse.”
    He make notes for each class, which is a reflection skills 
 “Reflection should be done all the time,” Mr. Mitchell said. 
 Mr. Mitchell suggests in order to have good self-management skills, 
take ownership of learning.   
 Students should set goals, then keep calendars with due dates and 
plan study time. 
 “Students can also set their playing time for every day,” Mr. Mitch-
ell said, “and try to get eight hours of sleep everyday.”
 As for research skills, Mr. Mitchell said there are three things: find, 
value, and use. Information is easy to find, but to value that info, use it in 
the proper way. 
 Media and information literacy are not just valuable in work, but 
also in every day life. Living in a world full of fake news and fake informa-
tion, don’t just accept, always question.
     Mr. Mitchell uses research skills when teaching, “because it is the 
base of everything.”
 Mr. Mitchell believes, having all the ATLs allows students to be 
aware of their own strengths and weaknesses. By knowing these, they can 
actually focus on their weaknesses, work on them and develop better habits. 

Betty Hsia Feature Writer

consists of four events: the Scholar’s 
Challenge, the Scholar’s Bowl, 
Collaborative Writing, and the 
Team Debate.
     This is Kang Chiao’s fifth 
year to compete.  KCIS also hosted 
the Taipei Introductory Round. 
Many groups attended the compe-
tition, but only some scholars came 
out well. The day started with the 
first event, the Scholar’s Bowl. 
 “This was my first time 
competing. When I first met my op-
ponents I felt nervous because their 
appearance shows like ‘Don’t mess 

with me,’” Sam Chen (8C), a Schol-
ar’s Bowl junior division winning 
team member, said.
 The Scholar’s Bowl, a team 
challenge requires members to 
answer different kinds of questions 
displayed on a screen. 
 “Before the competition, I 
did not expect myself and my team 
to go this far. Winning this takes me 
to the global round, which helps me 
understand this world better,” Leo 
Lee (8C), another winner of the bowl 
challenge, said. 
     The Scholar’s Challenge was 
another event Kang Chiao Students 
did well in. The Challenge consists of 
five subjects. Each subject also has a 
lot of questions, and whoever got the 
most correct wins.
 “The history subject chal-
lenge was a lot of fun, because I 
think this competition really re-
quires thinking and trying your best 
to answer,” Chen who also was a 
Scholar’s Challenge history subject 
winner, said. 
     The third event of the day 
was Collaborative Writing. Collabo-
rative writing is a team-based com-
petition where the team has write 
out a story within a certain amount 
of time. 
 

Designing Projects for the Real World 
     With technology growing 
faster and faster, the possibilities of 
education through design and tech-
nology are endless.     
 This year, with the school 
incorporating the IB MYP, students 
connect their studies with the real 
world, thus making the curriculum 
effective and practical. 
      “Computer science mostly 
deals with calculations and pro-
grams, but MYP Design tries to 
evoke creativity from their students 
and encourage them to express 
themselves by integrating art and 
computer science,” Mr. Andy Shao, 
a computer and design teacher, said. 
     For instance, ninth grader 
work on their designs with Adobe 
Illustrator, which allows high resolu-
tion rendering output, which comes 
in handy when working with the 
digital aspect of design since there 
is no size limit. Students learn to 
split their work into different layers 
on the canvas to express themselves 
with the designs.  
 The school will apply 
student’s designs onto shirt print-
ing,  for instance, giving students 

a chance to wear their designs. 
Students enjoy the program as a 
creative outlet. They can learn to 
operate programs, such as Arduino, 
while using their designs to express 
their personalities. 
     “My favorite part about the 
course is that it allows us to craft the 
project and do what we want to do,” 
Adam Tseng (704) said.
     Mr. David Huang, a com-
puter teacher and 8D homeroom 
teacher, created a vending machine 
to reward his students for good 
behavior while teaching his students 
about Arduino.
 “During the summer when 
I was creating a lesson plan, I was 
thinking of a way to encourage my 
students while teaching them about 
Arduino. If they collect enough 
tokens, they can use them to ‘buy’ 
snacks from the vending machine,” 
Mr. Huang said. 
     In addition, after the East-
ern Broadcasting Company filmed 
Mr. Huang’s creation, the video 
went viral.
     “They interviewed me via 
video call and I told them about it. 
Soon after, other channels began 

re-posting it and more and more people knew about the vending machine,” 
Mr. Huang said. 
 Mr. Huang and his students from the Scratch For Arduino club 
worked on a project targeting the elderly at health care centers. Combining 
coding and gaming from scratch with the centers’ rehabilitation facilities, the 
team managed to make the daily physical therapy a little more enjoyable. 
 One of the game involves ultrasonic waves which detect the basket 
the elderly patient is holding. The shark on the screen will be controlled by 
the rise and fall of the altitude of the basket, then gives a score based on the 
number of fish consumed within a specific time. 
 “I think this project is a great opportunity to encourage the students’ 
critical thinking abilities,” Mr. Huang said. “It allows the students to focus 
on a specific topic and develop empathy for the elderly by thinking from 
their perspectives.”

Ashley Chang & Charlotte Jin
News Writers

 Leo Lee (8C) was one student 
who came out extraordinarily well in 
collaborative writing. He claimed to 
be the most important factor for his 
team’s victory.
 “Collaborative writing is my 
thing. I pretty much attended the 
whole Scholar's Cup just for this. It 
was really fun and fortunately, I led 
my team to get that W,” Lee said. 
     The competition ended with 
Team Debate. Topics vary from nucle-
ar weapons in North Korea to whether 
or not Blake Griffin is the best basket-
ball player ever. The key to winning 
the competition is to read a bunch of 
news articles. 
 “Since I never have attended 
debate before, I was nervous when I 
need to speak. However, I overcame 
it since I feel like the other team are 
talking nonsense. I feel like I have the 
duty to defend our own position,” 
Chen said. 
     The Scholars Cup ended well. 
Some students will be going to Mel-
bourne, Barcelona, or Kuala Lumpur.
  “For our team, we will travel 
to Kuala Lumpur to compete. I am re-
ally excited, if we win, we can show the 
world how good Kang Chiao Students 
are,” Lee said.

 ATL stands for Approaches to Learning. It is a unifying 
thread throughout all MYP subject groups, providing the founda-
tion for independent learning and encouraging the application of the 
students’ knowledge and skills in unfamiliar contexts. Developing 
and applying these social, thinking, research, communication and 
self- management skills help students learn how to learn. 
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 The Edinburgh Club focuses on students who want to participate in 
the Duke of Edinburgh International Award. 
 There are four sections to help students build leadership, teamwork, 
and sociability. The four sections are: volunteering, physical activity, skills, 
and adventurous journey. 
 The first section is volunteering. This section helps the student 
gain social experience. In addition, they see there are still people who need 
help. The second section, physical recreation, helps students improve their 
conditioning, like endurance. For the third section, which is skill, the award 

No Grades, Just Fun
Tinwi Lee News Writer

wants students to develop their own personal specialty or expand their own 
hobby. The fourth section, an adventurous journey, helps encourage a stu-
dent’s spirit of adventure. 
           Last semester, the KCIS Edinburgh Club students went to Yangming-
shan for hiking. Students are getting ready for the challenges in this semester. 
On the mountain, they learned how to build a campfire to cook their own food 
and how to set up a tent to sleep in.     
 Mr. Stuart Dawson, science teacher, is the director of this club. He said 
the reason he likes to teach this club is because this club has nothing do with 
receiving a grade. So, all the students can enjoy this club without worrying 
about their grade.  
 Mr. Dawson said the most unforgettable moment is sitting around the 
campfire, eating toasted marshmallows, talking about things they don’t usually 
talk about. They laugh and share their happiness. 
 Tiffany Cheng (8E) is a member of the Edinburgh Club. She joined 
this club last year. 
 “This club teaches me how to work as a group with confidence and 
patience,” Cheng said.
 At the beginning, she wanted to join this club to benefit her grade. But 
now she said she would attend this club again next year. The Edinburgh Club 
is a place where students can show off their skills and learn how to be a leader.  
         For students who want to join the Edinburgh Club, Mr. Dawson has a 
suggestion because the Club often does outdoor activities on the weekend or 
on holidays. 
 “They need more spare time to do extra activities to practice and 
achieve the four sections,” he said.
 In addition, this award can improve a college application to help place 
a student above others competing at the same school. 

 The Environment Online 
(ENO) tree planting is a program 
where people plant trees. This event 
was overseen by Mr. Ryan Wong, 
chemistry teacher. KCIS didn't have 
any environmental activities, so he 
introduced this event.
 “Last year was the first year 
Taiwan or Kang Chiao to be part of 
the ENO in Finland. We met lots 
of different countries' ENO people 
when we visit Finland. And it’s 
really amazing to join with them 
or even plant trees with them. We 
communicate with each other and 
share our own culture, too,” Ryan 
Shieh (9A) said. 
 The students participate in 
the ENO planting club. The purpose 
of having students participate 
almost every week is because it takes 
time to raise a tree from a seed to a 
grown up giant.
 “Students who want to 
attempt this event have to sign a 
commitment that they need to join 
the club and take care of the trees 
once per month,” Jessica Chen, DAA 
Administrative Coordinator, said.
 Ms. Chen and Mr. Wong 
decided to cooperate. 

 “We need to pay if we travel 
to another country for ENO. For 
every year we might choose to visit 
a different country. But during club 
time, we don’t have to pay anything 
except for time. Because you will 
need to join us to plant trees and 
save our earth,” Mr. Wong said. 
 Ms. Chen believes attending 
ENO tree planting will change 
the students both physically and 
mentally. She thinks the students 
will start to understand the 
importance taking care of the world.
 “There are no shortcomings. 
I just want the students to know, 

Alonso Chang & Wilson Lin 
News Writers

DADAOCHENG, aka the Old Taipei
   An educational trip where 

the 8th grade SP students gather to 
go to Dadaocheng during March for 
a whole day, allows these students 
to learn skills they don’t get to 
experience in school, like learning 

how to communicate with others, how to take responsibility, and how to use 
social skills.          

 “The trip was fun. We got to know more buildings that were built 
in the earlier times. The most awkward part of the trip was that we couldn’t 
find the destinations and took more time than we expected. The most spe-
cial things we experienced was that their food was really delicious,” Naomi 

Huang (805) said.    
 Knowing how to communicate and using 

teamwork are both useful for this activity because it 
provides an opportunity to learn skills students would 
not completely use in school. This activity lets students 
spend the whole day helping to motivate teammates, as 
well as having fun.

“After taking part of this trip, I thought that this 
trip was really valuable because I learned a lot of histori-
cal events and stuff that we never learned about. Also, the 
thing that I thought was really interesting was that the 
buildings were different and had their own kind of style. 

We walked around and spent saw lots 
of food that looked and tasted deli-
cious and I would have gone on this 
trip again, because after taking part of 
this trip, I’ve got to learn much stuff 
that I never got to learn, and got to eat 
stuff that I don’t usually find common 
in Taipei,” Julia Huang (805) said. 

 In Dadaocheng, the mon-
uments of traditional Taiwan and 
streets of olden days both have unique 
and special styles. Dadaocheng was 
named “ The old Taipei” for having so 
many artifacts and so much history.  
 The traditional markets is 
a site which provides anyone who 
is obsessed with food to take a visit. 
There are lots of movies shot here and 
Dadaocheng is also a photographing 
paradise for anyone who is obsessed 
with artistic backgrounds as well as 
amazing artifacts.

 “During this trip, we had so 
much fun. I and my teammates ran 
all around Dadaocheng, and we were 
working hard to achieve points. I 
would go on this trip again for many 
reasons, either because we get to spend 
a whole day outside having fun with 
our friends or learning something that 
we don’t usually get to learn about, or 
because we got to enjoy delicious food, 
and fun activities. It was a wonderful 
and fun experience, and I had so much 
fun,” Rita Hsu (805) said.

 This activity provided new 
things students wouldn’t learn at 
school, at home, or maybe in life. 
Working as teams, while motivating 
and communicating with each other 
are goals to achieve. 

Rae Hu News Writer

every tree they plant, is a step closer 
to saving our planet. Every tree they 
plant brings peace, a connection to 
mother nature. I am very proud of 
those students and what they have 
contributed,” Ms. Chen said.
 Mr. Wong thinks although 
people need to pay for joining in, 
it is worth the price to let students 
join, especially since students get to 
interact with nature.
 “Experiencing planting with 
each students’ family is what the 
school wants. Everyone should go 
plant a tree once in their life,” Ms. 
Chen said.

Plant Trees, Plant Peace, Then Grow

Jeremy Yang & Calvin Chao  
News Writers

 The International History 
Bee and Bowl Asian Championship 
was held on June 15, 2018. Students 
from schools all over Asia will go 
to Thailand to complete.   
 Contestants from different 
countries got together to battle it out 
with their historical knowledge to 
try for first place. 
 Each KCIS student partici-
pates for different reasons.  
 Some students enjoy the 
competition, some the history, and 
some of them to win the champi-
onship. This tournament decided 
which students represent Taiwan in 
the world competition.
     “I am just 
simply interested in his-
tory. Also, our honors 
teacher provided the 
chance to  experience 
the competition,” Sam 
Chen (8C) said.
     Everyone who 
participated had their 
own favorite moment. 
Some people like the 
feeling of teamwork 
and answering the right 
question for their team.  
 Some like to 
cooperate with others 

during the competition, while some 
like the intensity of feelings they 
experience during the competition.
     “I think the last round is the 
most exciting part in the competi-
tion. It is different for the previous 
three rounds. I think we will feel 
more pressure but it is also more 
fun,” Chen said.
     Ms. Frankie Tsui, DAA, the 
coach of the IHBB students, had 
some things to say about what she 
wished for her students to accom-
plish before the competition. 
 Some teachers want student 
to train enough and get enough 
knowledge to get first place, some 

just want to let the students learn 
about history from different coun-
try, and some want the students to 
have fun with the competition.
     “I think before the contest, 
through school practice and going 
to the regional, the regional is the 
competition held only in Taiwan. 
I think the students learned 
confidence and learned ways to 
memorize as many historical 
facts as possible in a very effective 
way, so they’re not just cramming 
it in. There's a way to organize 
information so that when you 
think of one, then you can think 
of the next, I think these are the 

two things: confidence and ways to 
organize information,” Ms. Tsui said. 
     Although lots of student want 
to enter the contest, there’s always a 
limited number of people from each 
school who can enter the contest. Most 
schools chose the most elite students 
in their school, but Kang Chiao has a 
different way of choosing the students.
     “I think I tried different meth-
ods. So the first method I tried was 
to open it any and all students. They 
come to the meeting in my classroom, 
when I had a classroom, and I gave 
them a sample quiz. Then using that, 
they formed their own teams so they 
would compete and I’d pick the win-

ners and train them. 
Another method I 
used when students 
told me they actu-
ally did not know 
about the meeting 
was I asked the so-
cial studies teachers 
to do a sample quiz 
and competition in 
their class so every 
student will get a 
chance to compete, 
whether they like 
it or not and then 
they select,” Ms. 
Tsui said. 

IHBB for the Battle of the Brain
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 The Edinburgh Club focuses on students who want to participate in 
the Duke of Edinburgh International Award. 
 There are four sections to help students build leadership, teamwork, 
and sociability. The four sections are: volunteering, physical activity, skills, 
and adventurous journey. 
 The first section is volunteering. This section helps the student 
gain social experience. In addition, they see there are still people who need 
help. The second section, physical recreation, helps students improve their 
conditioning, like endurance. For the third section, which is skill, the award 

No Grades, Just Fun
Tinwi Lee News Writer

wants students to develop their own personal specialty or expand their own 
hobby. The fourth section, an adventurous journey, helps encourage a stu-
dent’s spirit of adventure. 
           Last semester, the KCIS Edinburgh Club students went to Yangming-
shan for hiking. Students are getting ready for the challenges in this semester. 
On the mountain, they learned how to build a campfire to cook their own food 
and how to set up a tent to sleep in.     
 Mr. Stuart Dawson, science teacher, is the director of this club. He said 
the reason he likes to teach this club is because this club has nothing do with 
receiving a grade. So, all the students can enjoy this club without worrying 
about their grade.  
 Mr. Dawson said the most unforgettable moment is sitting around the 
campfire, eating toasted marshmallows, talking about things they don’t usually 
talk about. They laugh and share their happiness. 
 Tiffany Cheng (8E) is a member of the Edinburgh Club. She joined 
this club last year. 
 “This club teaches me how to work as a group with confidence and 
patience,” Cheng said.
 At the beginning, she wanted to join this club to benefit her grade. But 
now she said she would attend this club again next year. The Edinburgh Club 
is a place where students can show off their skills and learn how to be a leader.  
         For students who want to join the Edinburgh Club, Mr. Dawson has a 
suggestion because the Club often does outdoor activities on the weekend or 
on holidays. 
 “They need more spare time to do extra activities to practice and 
achieve the four sections,” he said.
 In addition, this award can improve a college application to help place 
a student above others competing at the same school. 

 The Environment Online 
(ENO) tree planting is a program 
where people plant trees. This event 
was overseen by Mr. Ryan Wong, 
chemistry teacher. KCIS didn't have 
any environmental activities, so he 
introduced this event.
 “Last year was the first year 
Taiwan or Kang Chiao to be part of 
the ENO in Finland. We met lots 
of different countries' ENO people 
when we visit Finland. And it’s 
really amazing to join with them 
or even plant trees with them. We 
communicate with each other and 
share our own culture, too,” Ryan 
Shieh (9A) said. 
 The students participate in 
the ENO planting club. The purpose 
of having students participate 
almost every week is because it takes 
time to raise a tree from a seed to a 
grown up giant.
 “Students who want to 
attempt this event have to sign a 
commitment that they need to join 
the club and take care of the trees 
once per month,” Jessica Chen, DAA 
Administrative Coordinator, said.
 Ms. Chen and Mr. Wong 
decided to cooperate. 

 “We need to pay if we travel 
to another country for ENO. For 
every year we might choose to visit 
a different country. But during club 
time, we don’t have to pay anything 
except for time. Because you will 
need to join us to plant trees and 
save our earth,” Mr. Wong said. 
 Ms. Chen believes attending 
ENO tree planting will change 
the students both physically and 
mentally. She thinks the students 
will start to understand the 
importance taking care of the world.
 “There are no shortcomings. 
I just want the students to know, 

Alonso Chang & Wilson Lin 
News Writers

DADAOCHENG, aka the Old Taipei
   An educational trip where 

the 8th grade SP students gather to 
go to Dadaocheng during March for 
a whole day, allows these students 
to learn skills they don’t get to 
experience in school, like learning 

how to communicate with others, how to take responsibility, and how to use 
social skills.          

 “The trip was fun. We got to know more buildings that were built 
in the earlier times. The most awkward part of the trip was that we couldn’t 
find the destinations and took more time than we expected. The most spe-
cial things we experienced was that their food was really delicious,” Naomi 

Huang (805) said.    
 Knowing how to communicate and using 

teamwork are both useful for this activity because it 
provides an opportunity to learn skills students would 
not completely use in school. This activity lets students 
spend the whole day helping to motivate teammates, as 
well as having fun.

“After taking part of this trip, I thought that this 
trip was really valuable because I learned a lot of histori-
cal events and stuff that we never learned about. Also, the 
thing that I thought was really interesting was that the 
buildings were different and had their own kind of style. 

We walked around and spent saw lots 
of food that looked and tasted deli-
cious and I would have gone on this 
trip again, because after taking part of 
this trip, I’ve got to learn much stuff 
that I never got to learn, and got to eat 
stuff that I don’t usually find common 
in Taipei,” Julia Huang (805) said. 

 In Dadaocheng, the mon-
uments of traditional Taiwan and 
streets of olden days both have unique 
and special styles. Dadaocheng was 
named “ The old Taipei” for having so 
many artifacts and so much history.  
 The traditional markets is 
a site which provides anyone who 
is obsessed with food to take a visit. 
There are lots of movies shot here and 
Dadaocheng is also a photographing 
paradise for anyone who is obsessed 
with artistic backgrounds as well as 
amazing artifacts.

 “During this trip, we had so 
much fun. I and my teammates ran 
all around Dadaocheng, and we were 
working hard to achieve points. I 
would go on this trip again for many 
reasons, either because we get to spend 
a whole day outside having fun with 
our friends or learning something that 
we don’t usually get to learn about, or 
because we got to enjoy delicious food, 
and fun activities. It was a wonderful 
and fun experience, and I had so much 
fun,” Rita Hsu (805) said.

 This activity provided new 
things students wouldn’t learn at 
school, at home, or maybe in life. 
Working as teams, while motivating 
and communicating with each other 
are goals to achieve. 

Rae Hu News Writer

every tree they plant, is a step closer 
to saving our planet. Every tree they 
plant brings peace, a connection to 
mother nature. I am very proud of 
those students and what they have 
contributed,” Ms. Chen said.
 Mr. Wong thinks although 
people need to pay for joining in, 
it is worth the price to let students 
join, especially since students get to 
interact with nature.
 “Experiencing planting with 
each students’ family is what the 
school wants. Everyone should go 
plant a tree once in their life,” Ms. 
Chen said.

Plant Trees, Plant Peace, Then Grow

Jeremy Yang & Calvin Chao  
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 The International History 
Bee and Bowl Asian Championship 
was held on June 15, 2018. Students 
from schools all over Asia will go 
to Thailand to complete.   
 Contestants from different 
countries got together to battle it out 
with their historical knowledge to 
try for first place. 
 Each KCIS student partici-
pates for different reasons.  
 Some students enjoy the 
competition, some the history, and 
some of them to win the champi-
onship. This tournament decided 
which students represent Taiwan in 
the world competition.
     “I am just 
simply interested in his-
tory. Also, our honors 
teacher provided the 
chance to  experience 
the competition,” Sam 
Chen (8C) said.
     Everyone who 
participated had their 
own favorite moment. 
Some people like the 
feeling of teamwork 
and answering the right 
question for their team.  
 Some like to 
cooperate with others 

during the competition, while some 
like the intensity of feelings they 
experience during the competition.
     “I think the last round is the 
most exciting part in the competi-
tion. It is different for the previous 
three rounds. I think we will feel 
more pressure but it is also more 
fun,” Chen said.
     Ms. Frankie Tsui, DAA, the 
coach of the IHBB students, had 
some things to say about what she 
wished for her students to accom-
plish before the competition. 
 Some teachers want student 
to train enough and get enough 
knowledge to get first place, some 

just want to let the students learn 
about history from different coun-
try, and some want the students to 
have fun with the competition.
     “I think before the contest, 
through school practice and going 
to the regional, the regional is the 
competition held only in Taiwan. 
I think the students learned 
confidence and learned ways to 
memorize as many historical 
facts as possible in a very effective 
way, so they’re not just cramming 
it in. There's a way to organize 
information so that when you 
think of one, then you can think 
of the next, I think these are the 

two things: confidence and ways to 
organize information,” Ms. Tsui said. 
     Although lots of student want 
to enter the contest, there’s always a 
limited number of people from each 
school who can enter the contest. Most 
schools chose the most elite students 
in their school, but Kang Chiao has a 
different way of choosing the students.
     “I think I tried different meth-
ods. So the first method I tried was 
to open it any and all students. They 
come to the meeting in my classroom, 
when I had a classroom, and I gave 
them a sample quiz. Then using that, 
they formed their own teams so they 
would compete and I’d pick the win-

ners and train them. 
Another method I 
used when students 
told me they actu-
ally did not know 
about the meeting 
was I asked the so-
cial studies teachers 
to do a sample quiz 
and competition in 
their class so every 
student will get a 
chance to compete, 
whether they like 
it or not and then 
they select,” Ms. 
Tsui said. 

IHBB for the Battle of the Brain



Mr. Jeremy Peterson, who teaches pre-honors grade 8 English and grade 8 
Social Studies, won the highest vote for the ATLs of Thinking and Social skills. 
 He believe there’s no one ATL category more important than the oth-
ers. And this is because the idea behind teaching students the ATLs explicitly, 
is to tie these skills with how the students will be assessed in the summative 
assessments at the end of a unit. 
     To explain further, Mr. Peterson took Social Studies as an example. 
He said if the summative is a presentation, students should be focusing on the 
Communication and Organization skill. 
     Mr. Peterson said all the ATL categories and clusters, even ones that 
aren’t listed, are equally important, as long as they are needed to be incorpo-
rated into the classroom. 
     If the students wants to have 
good Thinking and Social skills, Mr. 
Peterson suggested to “Practice, prac-
tice. And more practice.”   
If a student is already proficient in an 
ATL skill, “keep up the good work and 
always try to improve.”; if a student is 
not very good at a certain ATL skill, 
don’t give up and keep trying. 
 Practice doesn't need to be 
limited to the classroom, but also 
every perspective of life. Also, it is very 
important to not be ashamed to make 
mistakes, but to learn from them. 
     “Mistakes and errors we make 
are usually good teachers for ourselves, 
as long as we learn from them,” Mr. 
Peterson said. 
    Mr. Peterson believes having all the ATLs is quite beneficial for the 
students. The ATLs students learned can be “transferred beyond the context 
the class and beyond.” 
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Goals for Success Crossword
Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.
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2.succeeding in completing a major effort
3.reaching your goals
6.limits or restrictions on action
7.a person's outlook or response to things
9.finally, after a long time

10.do something important
13.in the past
16.work to be done or a person's usual work or

occupation
17.safety
21.the base a house or other structure is built on
23.recognize and name
24.work (especially hard physical work)
25.refused, not accepted
26.picture (or photo-- something that shows what

something else looks like)
27.about money
28.gain or reach one's goal
29.order of importance (what needs to be first)
30.start an organization or relationship that should

be long-lasting

1.unavoidable; it will happen even if people try to
prevent it

4.standards of judgment
5.to get larger (opposite of contract)
8.a decision to work toward a goal

11.not vague or general; the exact thing wanted
12.power
14.place
15.supplies and help available to use
18.the thing a hunter or archer is aiming at (the

goal to hit)
19.something a person really wants to accomplish
20.good things that come with something
22.short-term goal or aim

AcrossDown
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image
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achievement
eventually
security
rejected
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job
attitude
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target
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inevitable
energy
priority
specific
attain
success
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Scholars Conquer the World              
 On December 16th, 2017, 
students from all over Taiwan 
gathered at KCIS to compete in the 
World Scholars Cup (WSC). WSC 
is an international team academic 
program with students participat-
ing from over 50 countries. The 
competition was first established by 
DemiDec, an American company.
 According to DemiDec’s 
CEO, Daniel Berdichevsky, the 
competition hopes to attract future 
scholars and leaders for the glob-
al community. The competition 

Ethan Chang 
News Writer

Approaches to Learning, Approaches to Life

Mr. David Mitchell, 
who teaches grade 
7 and 8 Language 
Acquisition, got the 
highest votes for the 
ATLs of Self Manage-
ment and Research 
skills. 
  He 
believes self-manage-
ment is all about plan-
ning and remember-
ing things, including 
sleeping and eating. 
  Under 
self-management, Mr. 
Mitchell values or-
ganization skills first, 
the reflection skills 

second, then finally, the affective skills.   
 For self-management, students need to be aware it is okay to ask for 
extra time and help. 
 “Just say: ‘I need more time or help because something is happen-
ing in my life,’” Mr. Mitchell said, “and this is okay to say because it’s not 
an excuse.”
    He make notes for each class, which is a reflection skills 
 “Reflection should be done all the time,” Mr. Mitchell said. 
 Mr. Mitchell suggests in order to have good self-management skills, 
take ownership of learning.   
 Students should set goals, then keep calendars with due dates and 
plan study time. 
 “Students can also set their playing time for every day,” Mr. Mitch-
ell said, “and try to get eight hours of sleep everyday.”
 As for research skills, Mr. Mitchell said there are three things: find, 
value, and use. Information is easy to find, but to value that info, use it in 
the proper way. 
 Media and information literacy are not just valuable in work, but 
also in every day life. Living in a world full of fake news and fake informa-
tion, don’t just accept, always question.
     Mr. Mitchell uses research skills when teaching, “because it is the 
base of everything.”
 Mr. Mitchell believes, having all the ATLs allows students to be 
aware of their own strengths and weaknesses. By knowing these, they can 
actually focus on their weaknesses, work on them and develop better habits. 

Betty Hsia Feature Writer

consists of four events: the Scholar’s 
Challenge, the Scholar’s Bowl, 
Collaborative Writing, and the 
Team Debate.
     This is Kang Chiao’s fifth 
year to compete.  KCIS also hosted 
the Taipei Introductory Round. 
Many groups attended the compe-
tition, but only some scholars came 
out well. The day started with the 
first event, the Scholar’s Bowl. 
 “This was my first time 
competing. When I first met my op-
ponents I felt nervous because their 
appearance shows like ‘Don’t mess 

with me,’” Sam Chen (8C), a Schol-
ar’s Bowl junior division winning 
team member, said.
 The Scholar’s Bowl, a team 
challenge requires members to 
answer different kinds of questions 
displayed on a screen. 
 “Before the competition, I 
did not expect myself and my team 
to go this far. Winning this takes me 
to the global round, which helps me 
understand this world better,” Leo 
Lee (8C), another winner of the bowl 
challenge, said. 
     The Scholar’s Challenge was 
another event Kang Chiao Students 
did well in. The Challenge consists of 
five subjects. Each subject also has a 
lot of questions, and whoever got the 
most correct wins.
 “The history subject chal-
lenge was a lot of fun, because I 
think this competition really re-
quires thinking and trying your best 
to answer,” Chen who also was a 
Scholar’s Challenge history subject 
winner, said. 
     The third event of the day 
was Collaborative Writing. Collabo-
rative writing is a team-based com-
petition where the team has write 
out a story within a certain amount 
of time. 
 

Designing Projects for the Real World 
     With technology growing 
faster and faster, the possibilities of 
education through design and tech-
nology are endless.     
 This year, with the school 
incorporating the IB MYP, students 
connect their studies with the real 
world, thus making the curriculum 
effective and practical. 
      “Computer science mostly 
deals with calculations and pro-
grams, but MYP Design tries to 
evoke creativity from their students 
and encourage them to express 
themselves by integrating art and 
computer science,” Mr. Andy Shao, 
a computer and design teacher, said. 
     For instance, ninth grader 
work on their designs with Adobe 
Illustrator, which allows high resolu-
tion rendering output, which comes 
in handy when working with the 
digital aspect of design since there 
is no size limit. Students learn to 
split their work into different layers 
on the canvas to express themselves 
with the designs.  
 The school will apply 
student’s designs onto shirt print-
ing,  for instance, giving students 

a chance to wear their designs. 
Students enjoy the program as a 
creative outlet. They can learn to 
operate programs, such as Arduino, 
while using their designs to express 
their personalities. 
     “My favorite part about the 
course is that it allows us to craft the 
project and do what we want to do,” 
Adam Tseng (704) said.
     Mr. David Huang, a com-
puter teacher and 8D homeroom 
teacher, created a vending machine 
to reward his students for good 
behavior while teaching his students 
about Arduino.
 “During the summer when 
I was creating a lesson plan, I was 
thinking of a way to encourage my 
students while teaching them about 
Arduino. If they collect enough 
tokens, they can use them to ‘buy’ 
snacks from the vending machine,” 
Mr. Huang said. 
     In addition, after the East-
ern Broadcasting Company filmed 
Mr. Huang’s creation, the video 
went viral.
     “They interviewed me via 
video call and I told them about it. 
Soon after, other channels began 

re-posting it and more and more people knew about the vending machine,” 
Mr. Huang said. 
 Mr. Huang and his students from the Scratch For Arduino club 
worked on a project targeting the elderly at health care centers. Combining 
coding and gaming from scratch with the centers’ rehabilitation facilities, the 
team managed to make the daily physical therapy a little more enjoyable. 
 One of the game involves ultrasonic waves which detect the basket 
the elderly patient is holding. The shark on the screen will be controlled by 
the rise and fall of the altitude of the basket, then gives a score based on the 
number of fish consumed within a specific time. 
 “I think this project is a great opportunity to encourage the students’ 
critical thinking abilities,” Mr. Huang said. “It allows the students to focus 
on a specific topic and develop empathy for the elderly by thinking from 
their perspectives.”

Ashley Chang & Charlotte Jin
News Writers

 Leo Lee (8C) was one student 
who came out extraordinarily well in 
collaborative writing. He claimed to 
be the most important factor for his 
team’s victory.
 “Collaborative writing is my 
thing. I pretty much attended the 
whole Scholar's Cup just for this. It 
was really fun and fortunately, I led 
my team to get that W,” Lee said. 
     The competition ended with 
Team Debate. Topics vary from nucle-
ar weapons in North Korea to whether 
or not Blake Griffin is the best basket-
ball player ever. The key to winning 
the competition is to read a bunch of 
news articles. 
 “Since I never have attended 
debate before, I was nervous when I 
need to speak. However, I overcame 
it since I feel like the other team are 
talking nonsense. I feel like I have the 
duty to defend our own position,” 
Chen said. 
     The Scholars Cup ended well. 
Some students will be going to Mel-
bourne, Barcelona, or Kuala Lumpur.
  “For our team, we will travel 
to Kuala Lumpur to compete. I am re-
ally excited, if we win, we can show the 
world how good Kang Chiao Students 
are,” Lee said.

 ATL stands for Approaches to Learning. It is a unifying 
thread throughout all MYP subject groups, providing the founda-
tion for independent learning and encouraging the application of the 
students’ knowledge and skills in unfamiliar contexts. Developing 
and applying these social, thinking, research, communication and 
self- management skills help students learn how to learn. 



Every day, Mrs. Cynthia Kao, KCIS mom, heads to a regular-
looking book shop to embark on her day’s work. However, under the 
subdued atmosphere and cover of her book shop is an organization 
which aims to transform the lives of disadvantaged teenagers step by 
step through rehabilitation, re-education, and reintegration.

Mrs. Kao has been a social activist for all her life. She 
specializes in roles focusing on counseling others, and education.

“My previous jobs were all related to education and social 
work,” said Mrs. Kao. “For example, [my previous job] helped women 
who were victims of sex trade, trafficking, and domestic violence, 
providing them with counseling and assistance.”

As head secretary, she is part of an organization helping to 
prevent teenage crime through providing vocational experience. When 
transitioning into her new role, Mrs. Kao and her colleagues had 
to adjust their methods for counseling and re-education when they 
started their current program for assistance.

“We re-purposed our jobs to help teach teenagers how to 
interact with others,” Mrs. Kao said. “We’re not going for professional 
counseling [in the traditional sense], but instead we help them through 
providing real-life opportunities to work.”

A complex organization like Mrs. Kao’s requires extensive effort 
from inside, as well as external aid. As head secretary, she communicates 
with civil servants and works with other organizations to help run the 
those programs on top of working with her subordinates. 

“Sometimes we visit local organizations, sometimes we have 
to handle logistical affairs, sometimes we take the kids out, sometimes 
we make speeches or do fundraising,” Mrs. Kao said. “It’s a job that 
requires us to be very flexible in our schedule.”

Such a complicated job comes with no shortages of obstacles.
“One major challenge is to communicate with the teens,” Mrs. 

Kao said. “Many lack parents to help guide them through childhood 
and teach them, so we have to educate them from the ground up to 
help them adjust to normalcy.”

However, difficulties in assisting the teenagers or lack of 
fundraising does not stop Mrs. Kao from continuing her work in 
helping society’s weak and vulnerable. 

“I combine my personal experience and knowledge, along 
with all the stuff I learn at university to help me improve what I do,” 
said Mrs. Kao.

During her downtime, Mrs. Kao strives to continue learning, 
expanding the scope of her knowledge to improve her understanding 
of society.

“Currently, I am working on my thesis paper,” Mrs. Kao said. 
“I’m studying for a master’s degree in law.”

With more and more students becoming interested in entering 
the field of social and welfare work, Mrs. Kao has some advice for 

anyone who wants to 
pursue a similar career.

“They need to 
be willing to devote their 
effort into helping others 
and recognize people’s 
specific needs,” Mrs. Kao 
said. “They have to have 
patience to help others, 
be willing to look outside 
their own perspective, and 
most of all, have sympathy 
for them.”

Mrs. Kao, with 
her organization, change 
the lives for dozens of 
teenagers for the better, 
leading them to a brighter 
future, instead of leaving 
them cast out from society. 
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 From North America to Eu-
rope, from Australia to Asia, Kang 
Chiao alumni roam the entire world. 

 The transition to college life 
for most may seem smooth; howev-
er, behind their glamorous social life 
and outstanding academic perfor-
mances, lurks freshmen depression 
as well as an unbelievable number of 
adversities to endure. 

 Now for the first time ever, 
these alum choose to reveal their 
secrets, as well as share some helpful 
tips with other Kang Chiao students. 

 The first tip comes from Tim 
Lin, class of 2017, currently studying 
at the University of California, San 
Diego (UCSD). 

 When Lin first went to col-
lege, he was so sure about his career, 
he immediately chose the classes 
he wanted to major in; however, 
after the first few weeks, he began to 
realize computer science was not for 
him. He felt he would not excel in 
his academics if they were science, 
technology, engineering, or mathe-
matics (STEM) centered. 

 Upon such realization, Lin 
went to the registrar’s office right 
away to make alterations to his class-

es. Fortunately, he was able to change 
his schedule before being slammed 
with assignments. 

Despite the happy ending, Lin 
had wasted time running back and 
forth between lectures he did not enjoy 
and the registrar’s office. Having to 
undergo such inconvenience himself, 
Lin suggests everyone take general ed-
ucation classes before picking classes 
for their majors.

“Even if you think that your 
major is solid and that you will not 
change your mind,” Lin said, “being 
better equipped with college level 
writing skills and fundamental math 
knowledge would not do you harm.”

The second tip comes from 
Rebecca Tsai, KCIS class of 2016, a 
UCSD undergraduate currently major-
ing in bioengineering. 

“GO TO CLASS,” Tsai said, “I 
know this sounds like a joke but be-
lieve me, most people fail their classes 
because of having bad behavioral 
records instead of actually flunking 
their finals.”

 In college, professors rarely take 
attendance because going to class is 
not mandatory as it is in high school, 
so most people start slacking off. 

Yet, teachers still notice who 
participate. At the end of the semester, 
they will take a student’s participation 
into consideration as whether to bump 
up grades or curve grades. 

New York University undergrad-
uate Hannah Lee, class of 2017, gives 
one final piece of advice: Go to college 
prepared.

 “College is all about balancing 
everything,”Lee said. “It is a combina-
tion of unforgettable experiences, from 
coping with adult life to engaging in 
diverse cultural backgrounds.” 

No one’s college experience is 
identical, but hopefully, some of this 
advice will provide a general idea of 
what to expect in the grand adventure 
beyond high school. 

Hazel An Feature Writer

Bim-Ray Yau Feature Writer

Ready to Roam the WorldNext Generation Presents Discoveries
Yvonne Kuo & Melody Tsai News Writers

Unsung Heroes: 
Saving the Next GenerationEvery spring there is a science fair where different grades and classes present 

their investigations to other classmates and teachers. The teachers filter 
out the superior projects from each grade to exhibit for the whole school. 
Therefore, it is the most significant program for the science department and 
one of the most popular school activities where every student participates. 

Q: Did you enjoy this activity? 
A: “Yes, I really enjoyed this activity because it’s not only a science fair 
where we just walk around and listen to different people’s presentations. The 
school make this a house competition to make the science fair more exciting 
for the listeners,” Tinwi Lee (8F) said. 

Q: If there's a way to improve this program, what could be done?
A: “I hope that the school can shorten the time of the science fair activity 
because four periods is too long for the presenters. Also, if the presenters 
could have the opportunity to also walk around and listen to other 
presentations, it would be more fair for them,” Lee said. 

Q: What was the hardest part? 
A: “I think everyone has different ideas of which part was the hardest. 
However, in my opinion, I think presenting is the hardest part of this 
activity because it’s really awkward when the listeners aren’t paying 
attention. You feel bad about it,” Caesar Yu (8F) said. 

Q: How does your findings benefit people?
A: “I think my product of opening a computer can benefit people because it 
can make life more convenient and easier,” Yu said. 

Q: How much time did you spend on your project? 
A:“My partner and I spent about one and a half months to build this 
machine and finish the journal and the poster,” Yu said.

Q: Where did you get your idea for the science fair? 
A:“We first researched on the internet to find different ideas. Then, we 
started to relate them to our daily life, problems, or events,” Yu said.

Q: Why did you want to join the science fair? 
A: “We didn’t choose to join the science fair. 
Our science teacher picks three groups from 
each class,” Joshua Lee (8F) said. 

Q: Why do you think the school encourages 
this program? What’s the purpose of it ? 
A: “I think the school wants this program 
because students can communicate or 
exchange different ideas and increase their 
creative ability. I think the purpose of it 
is to use this activity as an opportunity to 
let students to use a different way to learn 
science,” T. Lee said. 

Not only were students interviewed, but Mr. Luke Ewert, science teacher in 
charge of this fair, explained the process. He said every OP student is required to 
complete a science project either alone or with a partner. In week 14 or 15, they 
present those projects to their class so every student has the chance to present 
what they did. Then, the teacher will select three groups per class to present the 
project science fair activity in week 16. 

Q: How many years has this program been running?
A: “This program has been going on  since the 2013-2014 school year,” Mr. 
Ewert said.

Q: How do science teachers evaluate the projects?
A: Mr. Ewert explained the evaluation is based on the MYP Sciences criteria B 
and C. 

Q: What kind of standard will a student need to make their project better? 
A: “Originally the students didn’t read the rubric, so it’ll be better if students 
read the rubric while they do the project,” Mr. Ewert said.

Q: If there's space to improve this program, how do you think it could be 
improved?
A: “Parents would like to see more students involved in the big science fair 
presentation. It would be great if we could get more science companies to 
come present their products during the fair. Last year, students need to answer 
questions about the presentation to get house points. It is good students have a 
duty to do,” Mr. Ewert said. 

This activity at KCIS helps student learn science in different way. The school 
creates a house competition during the science fair to promote more interaction 
between the listeners and the presenters. Teachers also walk around to 
communicate with different presenters. The science fair is really meaningful for 
students because they can see different grades’ projects and results, not limited to 
their specific grade. In this way, students can discover more things or interesting 
facts while their listening to the presentations. 
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 The KCIS fundraising activi-
ty has always been a big deal when it 
comes to annual events. This activity 
stands out because the house council 
gets to plan and choose a foundation 
suitable to cooperate with, which 
means the students get to decide on 
their own organization.   
 This year, the house council 
noticed some children whose par-
ents are busy with work often get no 
lunch during vacations at home. 
 So,the house council decid-
ed to help the Child Welfare League 
Foundation (CWLF).
 “I hope we can start a volun-
teer group to promote this activity 
and let more people emphasize the 
importance of this,” said Ms. Mia 
Lee (DSA).
 The CWLF is a non-prof-
it organization devoted to child 
welfare, both in direct and indirect 
services. They also monitor the gov-
ernment’s child welfare system and 
policies to create a better environ-
ment for Taiwanese children.
 So, on a beautiful weekend, 
the students walk the streets, either 
by themselves or with their friends, 
to ask Taipei citizens to donate mon-
ey to the CWLF.
 “You will be nervous at first, 

Vivian Chang and Katherine Kao
News Writers

MUN: Standing Up for Who We Are
In January, a group of Kang 

Chiao students went to Geneva, 
Switzerland, for a Model United 
Nations (MUN) conference as 
delegates. FerMUN, Ferney Model 
United Nations, is a conference held 
at the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) headquarters. 
 At this conference, delegates 
participate in activities to under-
stand international stances and learn 
about diplomatic negotiations.

But this time, KCIS del-
egates were denied entry into the 
United Nations (UN) headquarters 
because the UN does not recognize 
Taiwan as an official country.

The Republic of China used 
to be recognized by the UN as an of-
ficial government, but ever since the 
UN removed Taiwan’s seat in the 
council in 1971, Taiwan remained as 
a de facto state in the UN as well as 
in other international organizations.

The organizers of the 
event told the delegates they could 
bring their Taiwan Compatriot 
Permit with them to enter official 
UN grounds, but on the day of the 

opening ceremony, the organiz-
ers suddenly denied them access 
because of the tense relationship 
between China and Taiwan. There 
was also the risk of being blacklisted 
by the UN. 

For the official FerMUN 
conference, the delegates were able 
to go in the (WIPO) headquarters, 
where the debates took place. 

Despite being able to go in 
the WIPO headquarters, the dele-
gates could not have Kang Chiao 
nor Taiwan on their name tags.

Before the conference, KCIS 
delegates submitted a group video 
for the welcoming video as request-
ed. That video was subsequently left 
out of the ceremony.

Some of the students also 
protested in their own way through-
out the conference.

“For me personally, when 
another delegate or chair asked 
about my nationality, I told them 'I 
am a Taiwanese citizen,'" Samson 
Tu (10C), MUN delegate, said.

Since the delegates were un-
able to be recognized as Taiwanese, 
they felt helpless and excluded.

“I think it is a pity. This 

experience had made me realize that 
the China-Taiwan relationship issue 
is more than a sensitive, hot-debat-
ed topic among the political parties 
in Taiwan or between China and 
Taiwan. Taiwan failed to retain its 
sovereignty, so it affected individ-
uals like us, whose intentions are 
not complicated, but were simply 
to attend the opening ceremony 
like the other students from around 
the world,” Michelle Kwong (11C), 
MUN delegate, said.

In response to these incidents, 
the delegates decided to protest in a 
non-violent way. They took photos of 
themselves holding T-shirts with Tai-
wanese symbols, such as the Taiwan-
ese black bear.

“At the beginning, I felt 
helpless and a little frustrated. China’s 
oppression against us and our protest 
was not a complete surprise to me, 
but I did feel unfortunate to be one of 
the victims of China’s long-standing 
hostility against Taiwan,” Tu said.

Meng Yu Wu 
Feature Writer

Moan, Groan, Whine, Gripe, Complain
 Face it, students complain.
 Students complain because 
they don’t have a hoodie. Students 
complain how the junior high and 
senior high only have clubs every 
other week. Students complain 
about the required performing arts 
classes for grades 11 and 12. 
 But does all that complain-
ing really change anything at all? 
For any change to happen, student 
feedback is essential. 
 “The challenges in respond-
ing to student feedback is some feed-
back is sensitive. Another challenge 
is some students don't trust that 
Google Forms are safe, and that ad-
ministrators have no way of finding 
out who they are,” Ms. Sutcliffe said.
 Furthermore, for a change 
to be implemented, there are many 
considerations to look at.
 “The principal takes student 
feedback very seriously, and makes 
sure administrators follow-up on 
student concerns. Where there are 
many of the same kind of complaint 
made, the principal requires a plan 
of action,” Ms. Sutcliffe said. “While 
the administrators are following-up, 
we can't give details regarding this 
to students. This means students feel 
nothing is getting done and their 
complaints aren't taken seriously.” 

Ben Tseng Feature Writer  In the latest update to the 
recent change requests, the new 
hoodie has been approved, as well as 
the removal of the performing arts 
classes for grades 11 and 12. Both 
changes are set to go into effect for 
the fall 2019 semester.
 But re-scheduling the junior 
high and senior high clubs for every 
week hasn’t been successful. The 
major reason clubs can’t be weekly 
is due to the tightly packed activ-
ities that take away time from the 
academic classes. 
 For example, the grade 10 
cycling across Taiwan trip takes 
away two weeks of classes.
  The ninth graders have “An 
east coast hike for almost a week 
and an overseas cultural exchange 
for around two weeks. This puts 
a strain on teachers trying to get 
through the curriculum,” Ms. Sut-
cliffe said. 
 Further changes are being 
considered, such as open electives 
for the senior high.
 “We typically like to send 
out student feedback twice in the 
first semester and once in the sec-
ond semester. However, we are now 
working with the student council to 
set up an on-going communication 
platform to be checked regularly by 
administrators, so that feedback is 

up to date, which we hope to have running next semester, ” Ms. Sutcliffe said.
 Student feedback, however, has proven to be mostly positive, complete 
with reasons for the requested changes. 
 “The student feedback at our school is often detailed and almost 
always respectful. The majority of students raise their concerns and points in 
a mature way. I wish more students would leave a comment, however,” Ms. 
Sutcliffe said. “I would love the students to know that their feedback can never 
be traced, and is one hundred percent anonymous. We feel that is very import-
ant, and we do our best to follow-up on everything. I would also like students 
to know that the principal and I read every comment.” 

but you have to keep trying, and af-
ter a couple of times of explaining to 
others, you get used to it,” Winston 
Liao (8B) said.
 As hard as it may be for the 
students to ask strangers to donate 
money, the students came back to 
school with significant accomplish-
ments. The students raised a vast 
amount of money.
 “We really appreciate 
students using their talents, such as 
music, dancing, etc. to catch peo-
ple’s attention. To plan and prepare 
carefully and trying their best to 
support us. And the number we 
raised this time is $2,743,506 which 
is a pretty significant number. This 
is the first time and a great expe-
rience to work with Kang Chiao,”  
Ms. Carfu Liao, CWLF representa-
tive in charge of the activity, said.  
 Meanwhile, the students’ 
attendance and reflection is a fasci-
nating subject to talk about.   
 “It’s about helping and 
spreading the love to others,” Ame-
lia Su (8A) who has helped with the 
fundraiser several times, said.
 The students enjoy the ac-
tivity more as attendance increases, 
but the teachers and students both 
hope the school can improve.
 “The students’ attitude is 

 Last September,  Kang 
Chiao announced their VEX 
Robotic Team would compete 
in the December VEX Robotic 
competition. VEX is a world-wide 
event for young programmers to 

compete with other people from 
around the world. Each year the 
organization picks a different topic 
to challenge participants.
 This year, the KCIS VEX 
Robotic team competed with the 
Taipei American School team. 

There are two teams: 
a grade 11 team, led 
by Mr. William Jeggo, 
computer science 

teacher; and a grade 12, led by Mr. 
Andy Shao, robotics teacher.  
 “I am very thankful for Mr. 
Jeggo giving us 100% support and 
helping us all the way to the end of 
the event,” Daniel Yang (11E) said.
 This year is the first time 
Kang Chiao ever had a VEX Robotic 
team, so students have spent loads of 
time and lots effort on it. Although 
the competition is in December, they 

William King 
News Writer

VEX's Mission: Innovate, Think, Problem Solve  

divided into two types: one is to behaving indifferently, being careless. Two is 
to put passion into the activity indeed and being very eager to help. Luckily, 
most reflection we receive is positive,” Ms. Lee said.
 The students wish to have more volunteer hours for this activity since 
they have worked for nearly a whole day, but they only got one hour for each 
person they raise, which isn’t as satisfying a payback as they were expecting.
 “We hope we can earn more volunteer hours for doing the activity,” 
said Liao (8B). 
 The students spent their weekend in the hot sun, but they seldom 
complained. They used this experience to learn about caring for others and 
spreading their love to the world. But the most important experience was to 
try their best to influence the world and to help others.
 “We learned to keep trying and to take care of others, no matter if it is 
people or animals,” Liao (8B) said, and Su agreed.

Defeat  Hunger,  Embrace  the  World

started training four months earlier.
 “What motivated us is the 
passion and love of robots. We are a 
group of students who have strong 
interest in robotic and programming,” 
Yang said. 
 During the event, they faced 
many obstacles because of Kang 
Chiao’s late invitation to the VEX 
Robotic competition. They didn’t 
have much time, so at the beginning 

there are a lot of things they 
didn’t understand: from not 
knowing how to design to 
having trouble turning the 
robots into reality. 
 For the competition, 
KCIS went to Taipei 
American School. Even 
though they did not win, the 
experience is more valuable 
than anything.  
 “It would be really 
nice if other people came to 
participate this event. This 
year we only had two teams 
for the competition, but 
Taipei American School had 
eight teams,” Jerry Wang 
(11E) said.
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Not Your Father's Shark Tank
 The CBS Model Entrepre-
neurship Competition is a com-
petition hosted by the Columbia 
Business School. The competition, 
for ninth to 12th grade students, is 
divided into the Asian Edition and 
North America Edition.  The Model 
Entrepreneurship Competition takes 
place once a year. The goal of this 
competition is to encourage senior 
high students to speak out with in-
novative ideas related to business.
 This year, seven KCIS 
students on two teams participated 
in the Asian Edition in Shanghai, 
China. To prepare for this competi-
tion, students attended sessions and 
practice starting in November 2017. 
Finally, after five months of hard 
work, students presented their work 
in front of the other participants and 
judges on April 21, 2018.
 “We had to sacrifice lunch 
time, and Tomb Sweeping Holiday 
to attend presentation practices that 
established our experiences of prac-
ticing,” Tiffany Chang (11G) said.
 The competition consists 
of the primary round and one final 
round.
 Students make their own 
innovative product, or a product 
which will improve people’s lives.  
 Participants then make a 
PowerPoint to describe the problem 
their product will solve, as well as 
the making of that product. For the 

final round, students make a one 
minute video to attract judges’ inter-
est in their projects and slides which 
describe details like which custom-
ers will use that project, competitors 
analysis, and customer segment.
 “We spent most of our time 
doing the video. The PowerPoints 
did not take as much time, though,” 
Jessica Hsu (11G) said. 
 Unlike other business com-
petitions, students who participate 
get professional suggestions, com-
ments, and guidance from the judges 
from Columbia Business School. 
Students will also have a chance to 
receive scholarships from promi-
nent colleges like Stanford, Harvard, 
Berkeley, and Platt, after this compe-
tition which enhances and enriches 
their entrepreneurial skills. 
 “We have to prepare a 
PowerPoint and video which took us 
a long time to finish, so we can pre-
sent our work in front of the judges," 
Hsu said.   
 The Model Entrepreneur-
ship Competition is an essential and 
inherent competition for the Co-
lumbia Business School. The main 
purpose of this competition is not 
just to compete; students also have 
a chance to present their commu-
nication, thinking, teamwork and 
collaboration skills.
 “My favorite part of the 
competition was when our group 
realized the hosting school was troll-
ing us that we were having a lottery 
of winning a TV, but instead they 

were announcing the teams that advanced to the final round of the competi-
tion. The hosting school announced that there were only eight teams remain-
ing. I was so afraid at that time, our group thought we would end up winning 
ninth to twelfth place,” Chang said. 
 The group who ended up winning third place was impressed by the 
other participants.
 “The team that won first place really deserved to be the champion. 
They already had excellent English speaking skills. Plus, they also came up 
with really good innovative ideas as well,” Hsu said. 
 The participants were apprehensive about their performances. But 
the two groups ended up winning third place and fifth place. The group that 
won third place designed a GPS positioning sticker. The group that won fifth 
place designed a solar multifunctional water bottle.
 “We thought we would not even make the top eight teams, but even-
tually we did. We ended up even winning third place out of the 30 teams,” 
Chang said. 

Timothy Chung
 News Writer

Training Leads to Excellence
 The KCIS canoe polo 
team went on an arduous training 
during the previous winter 
vacation for the preparation of the 
upcoming German Cup, which 
is an international canoe polo 
competition that took place in May. 
 The purpose of planning 
this trip to Luzhou Breeze Park 
were that the teachers wished them 
to develop physical strength and 
teamwork, along with a strong 
bonding between each member. The 
weather was very cold during that 

Kita Hu Sports Writer

Trip Hard on Riders, Teachers...Bicycles Alike
“1015 km, what a long jour-

ney I’ll have to go through with the 
10th graders. I don’t even know if 
I can make it through such a diffi-
cult trip. Well, I have gone through 
so much training on Hua-Cheng 
road that my tires were all sore and 
leaked, but I have grown a lot stron-
ger, actually. Even so, when I was in 
the bus bay waiting for my owner 
to come get me out of here, I was so 
anxious about my physical strength 

that my handlebars were shaking. 
But, on last day of the trip, I didn’t 
want it to end! My tires were very 
tired, but I had so much fun, that I 
had totally ignored my exhaustion,” 
said every bicycle on the trip. 

The bicycle trip around 
Taiwan, one of the most challenging 
activities KCIS organizes for stu-
dents, makes teamwork indispens-
able. The trip was extremely tough; 
nonetheless, it was incredibly fun 
and unforgettable.  

“The most remarkable part of the trip was our whole class being so 
cooperative with each other, that all 28 of us overcame the hardest part of the 
trip - riding up onto Shoka Tiema Station. Also, I’d like to tell the next 10th 
graders that no matter how tough it is, bite the bullet and push it through. The 
experience of strong team-spirit and the feeling of accomplishment are what 
make the trip so special,” Tiffany Cheng (10B) said.

Encouragement is also something that motivates students not to quit. 
The riders also create their own class slogans or cheer to keep themselves 
awake and focused.  

    “I continued cheering up my classmates even when I was tired. 
Encouragement is a mental support for all of us, that we’d have the strength to 
carry on. At the end of the trip, you’d feel proud of not only yourself, but also 
the whole class,” Dylan Yu (10C) said.

Students did face many hardships during the trip. So sometimes they’d 
end up blaming each other for not doing their job as a part of the team. 

“As we were all exhausted, we were easily irritated and annoyed. For 
example, when there was somebody in our class who fell off their bike, the 
students riding in the back would blame the students in the front for not giving 
a warning. They had given warnings, but it wasn’t loud enough for the students 
in the back to hear, so the whole class would start arguing,” Monica Chao 
(10C) said. 

Many teachers were also invited to go on the trip. They saw and 
learned so much from the students, that it evoked their determination to com-
plete this harsh trip. 

“This trip was very challenging, but it was so good. I remember riding 
through a road against a wind that travels 90 kph, and it was tiring. Yet, I was 
so happy to see that the students didn’t give up, and encouraged one anoth-
er along the way non-stop. It is not only physical strength, but also the inner 
strength that keeps you going. The views were beautiful as well, I think I would 
go again if I were invited, ” Mrs. Hettie Dollenberg, English teacher, said.

Yingli Lu Sports Writer

time, especially when they got into 
the lake to practice, due to the wind-
chill factor. 
           “It was cold and windy and 
depressing, but it is worthy all along 
because we get to improve our skills 
and get along with our teammates,” 
Hunter Chen (8B) said. “It is a lot 
more spacious than the swimming 
pool, so we get to have space to 
practice the skills that we can't do 
in school's swimming pool. But the 
river has dead fish odor.”
     There are always obstacles 
and difficulties waiting for them. 

Whether it is pressure or exhaustion, 
they are still willing to overcome 
it and get stronger over time, 
both physically and mentally. The 
problems they have faced help them 
to learn how to be a better canoe 
polo player and how to participate in 
an integrated team. 
     “To me, the biggest 
challenge I face is the balance 
between school work and the 
training. And yes, I’ve thought about 
quitting because as I grow older, 
the pressure given by the academic 
work becomes even heavier,” Leo 
Lin, (1101) captain, said. “I thought 
about the fact that maybe this will be 
the one and only chance I get to put 
effort in what I really love and enjoy 
each and every game as I play.”
 Even though the training 
was challenging, members of the 
canoe polo team found experiencing 
both training and competition defi-
nitely helps them to develop their 
confidence and personal integrity. 
    “I think that canoe polo 
make us confront different kind of 
opponents. Sometimes we might 
lose, but we are still able to calm 
ourselves and be ready for the next 
game,” Calvin Chao (8B) said.
     Students join the team 
for different purposes, which 
becomes their personal motive 
and reason for being enthusiastic 

about participating with the team and 
overcoming whatever obstacles they 
may face during their training. 
     “I think this sport is cool and 
I had not heard this sport before I 
joined the canoe polo team,. My goal 
is to get stronger to win first place 
of every competition and be the 
champion of German Cup,” Archer 
Lin (8F) said. 
 The current captain of the 
canoe polo team believes obtaining 
a strong mental quality is the most 
important key for a canoe polo player 
to improve. Everyone on the team 
starts as a student of canoe polo, but as 
they become more mature and start to 
learn how to balance between school 
work and canoe polo, they eventually 
attain leadership qualities. 
 “When I was a team member, 
the only thing I had to worry about 
was my own training and the 
instructions I had to follow. However, 
as the captain, I must be responsible 
of not only my own grades, but also 
training with the whole team. Also, 
I have to teach the members who 
are younger than me to overcome 
their obstacles, both physically and 
mentally. Even though the process is 
a lot harder than being just one of the 
team, I think it is what the captain’s 
supposed to do, and what matters to 
the team the most,” Lin said. 

Winnie Chu News Writer

Tedx Shares Knowledge, Teaches Life Skills
     A Tedx KangChiaoIntelS-
chool annual meeting was on May 
20. This time, Kang Chiao Tedx 
students are in charge. They had to 
manage this whole activity, raise 
funds, do all the promotions, with-
out teacher help.  
       Ideas worth Sharing. Ted 
Talk is a organization that invites 
speakers to use short amount of time 
to give a speech, sharing knowledge 
and stories with people all around 
the world. 
 This year, Kang Chiao suc-
cessfully received a certificate from 
TED. TEDx KCIS club is preparing 
for the annual meeting about I.A.I.  
The first I represents  yourself, which 
is represented in the logo as a mir-
ror. A.I. is the abbreviation for the 
artificial intelligence of the future. 
This annual meeting, therefore, is 
all about the relationship between 
humans and the future. 
         “We are separated into five 
departments, PR-people relationship 

department, the design department, 
the speakers department, the mar-
keting department, and the planning 
department. They all have their own 
work to do, but sometimes we will 
have cross-department coopera-
tion,” Maryanne Liu (11D), one of 
the curators, said. 
       Before getting into Tedx, 
Liu said every member on the TEDx 
team was interviewed, but it was not 
necessary to have management or 
event-planning training.
        “As long as you have a 
dedicated mind-set to try the best in 
what you are doing and be a respon-
sible individual as well as a team 
member, then you will continue to 
improve on that basis,” Liu said. 
         Also, from this Tedx club, 
members can learn real-life skills.       
 “The journey to the 0520 
TEDx event has taught us one lesson 
that is the most basic yet the hardest 
one of all, collaborative skills, which 
also stems out to communication, 
temper, setting aside your opinion to 

listen to others, responsibilities dedicating to not only the event but also the 
team, management skills and last but not least, leadership,” Liu said.
        Liu said she enjoys participating in Tedx because she believes after 
all this dedication and hard work, the entire activity will be meaningful. 
      “I definitely enjoyed being on the team. Some may criticise that par-
ticipating in such event is only to make college applications pretty. But I'm 
here to say that if it really is so, then I would've dropped out months before 
because of the level of dedication and devotion you have to put into for car-
rying the responsibilities as a TEDx team member. I've always believed that 
in the end, it will all be worth while after the events that we coordinated be-
came both a legacy to the school and individual's proud accomplishments,” 
Liu said. 
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2. succeeding in completing a major effort
3. reaching your goals
6. limits or restrictions on action
7. a person's outlook or response to things
9. finally, after a long time

10. do something important
13. in the past
16. work to be done or a person's usual work or

occupation
17. safety
21. the base a house or other structure is built on
23. recognize and name
24. work (especially hard physical work)
25. refused, not accepted
26. picture (or photo-- something that shows what

something else looks like)
27. about money
28. gain or reach one's goal
29. order of importance (what needs to be first)
30. start an organization or relationship that should

be long-lasting

1. unavoidable; it will happen even if people try to
prevent it

4. standards of judgment
5. to get larger (opposite of contract)
8. a decision to work toward a goal

11. not vague or general; the exact thing wanted
12. power
14. place
15. supplies and help available to use
18. the thing a hunter or archer is aiming at (the

goal to hit)
19. something a person really wants to accomplish
20. good things that come with something
22. short-term goal or aim

Across Down

resolution
accomplish
expand
financial
resources
identify
goal
constraints
foundation
location
image
objective
achievement
eventually
security
rejected
previously
job
attitude
criteria
target
establish
benefits
labor
inevitable
energy
priority
specific
attain
success
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 The Grade 10 Personal 
Project Exhibition gives students 
a chance to present a project that 
moves them away from the basic 
knowledge-based education. 
 Tenth graders have to follow 
a directive, but still have a chance to 
do a project on anything they chose, 
as long as it is a “legitimate personal 
project,” according to IB-MYP.    
 “I think the personal 
project exhibition is an opportunity 
for students to demonstrate their 
final products and also a way for 
all the other students who are not 
in grade 10 to experience what it 
will be like in the final year of their 
MYP learning. So it’s a good way 
to see the product and know how 
they will get there and what they’ll 
be expecting,” Sherry Lee, MYP 
Coordinator, said. 
 Every tenth grader has to 
go through all the requirements 
of MYP, the Personal Project 
Exhibition being one of them. The 
MYP framework is a combination of 
two kinds of student performance. 
In subject groups they learn in a 
concept base with each other. In 
final groups, they capsulated these 
areas of knowledge to produce 
something out of their own interests. 
 “Our school is a candidate 
school, so it’s not just one person 
making decisions. It needs to go 
through a lot of different people. 
This project is moving away from 
a knowledge-based education. It’s 
truly based off of your own interest 
and being your own facilitator,” 
Kerry Best, IB MYP Personal Project 
Coordinator, said. 
 One thing that makes 
the exhibition different from the 
Science Fair is that the whole event 
is organized by the tenth graders 
themselves. Teachers in charge of 
assessment learn that students are 
the ones going out of the way to help 
set up the activity. 
 Like the other exhibitions 
and fairs though, this project 
exhibition also chooses its 
winners by popular vote. Students 
from grades seven to nine were 

given stickers to determine the 
outstanding projects. 
 “I thought the way they 
marketed could be improved,” 
Kristen Chen (8A) said. “They 
should have presented first instead 
of asking for a sticker in trade for 
stuff, or even doing the presentation 
for a sticker.”
 The Personal Project 
Exhibition presented each students’ 
interests and displayed their 
research, while showing the critical 
thinking behind the topic of choice. 
Subjects like music, soccer, art, and 
unmeasurable things like friendship, 
were talked about between the tenth 
graders and the younger grades. 
 “I would say at first like 
when we had to do this project, 
I had this perfect plan on where 
I was going to go, but in reality 
maybe I was going to go lay at 
home. Procrastination, unexpected 
homework and formatives, they 
all delayed my project. In the end, 
it was kind of frustrating because 
I had to push myself until the end 
before the due date,” Sisley Wang 
(10A) said.
 Students also gave advice 
to the future tenth graders of Kang 
Chiao, hoping to help the students 
following in their footsteps learn 
from their own experiences, as 
Janice Yuan (10A) and Jessica Lee 
(10F) gave insight on what helped 
the both of them stay on task during 
the few months of work. 
 “At first we have to set a 
schedule, and you need to keep it 
because then you will definitely 
not be able to finish your project,” 
Jessica Lee (10F) said.
 With different ideas and 
highly varied themes, there was a 
common point between all of the 
projects: time management.
  “Be careful with time 
management. It is key for this,” 
Janice Yuan (10A) said.
 The 2018 Grade 10 Personal 
Project Exhibition ultimately taught 
students not only how to use skills 
taught in school, but how to apply 
those skills in real life. This project 

Personal Projects Debut Deemed a Success

is also a way to build an educational viewpoint for the tenth graders’ chosen 
topics and a way for them to find an appeal outside of school.  
 The MYP program allows students to create knowledge at their own 
pace and connects the information in textbooks to real world problems. The 
Personal Project Exhibition supported this idea in a fascinating manner and 
ended as a success.
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Why did the clock in the 
cafeteria run so slow?

What do you get when you 
throw a million books in the 

ocean?

Why did the teacher write on 
the window?
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